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ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with a pair of current problemswith the remote sensing of planetary
atmospheres. First is the modeling of polarization of scattered light from the
atmospheres of exoplanets. With the first such observations becoming possible
in the last year, there is a need to understand what these measurements actually
mean. To that end, we developed families of radiative transfer models that simulate
polarized phase curves for different atmospheric scenarios on hot Jupiters. These
models were then used in the interpretation of scattered light from HD 189733b
and WASP 12b, two hot Jupiter exoplanets, to determine their albedos and gauge
what type of scattering particles might be present in their atmospheres. The last
part of this half deals with observing oceans on distant Earth-like exoplanets using
polarization from glint off the water surface. Though this measurement is not
possible with current telescopes, but it may become accessible in the next decade
with a slew of high powered ground and space telescopes in the pipeline.
The second half of the thesis is devoted to the development of a fast radiative transfer
model. The goal of this model is to be able to process the massive amounts of data
coming in fromEarth observing satellites such asGOSATandOCO-2 in a timely and
accurate manner. We refined the principal component analysis based fast radiative
transfer model to be accurate enough to retrieve carbon dioxide concentrations to
the part per million accuracy that is necessary to track spatial and temporal changes
in this important greenhouse gas.
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1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
Clouds and hazes are principal constituents of any planetary atmosphere, and their
study is vital to understanding of atmospheric radiative properties, dynamics, cli-
mates, compositions and chemistry. Clouds and hazes are very well studied on
Earth, still somewhat of an enigma on other Solar System planets and pretty much
uncharted territory on exoplanets, though this is rapidly changing with the constant
influx of observations and the development of increasingly sophisticated atmo-
spheric chemistry and dynamical models.
Constraining the composition of hazes observationally on these exoplanets is a
hard problem. Since the best observed exoplanets have thus far been hot Jupiters,
hazes that can exist in the atmospheres of these very hot planets are typically metal
oxides or silicates. There is a lack of easily identifiable spectral features for these
species, and uniquely identifying one will require high quality spectra across a
broader wavelength range than is currently possible. As a result, we can only
infer the presence of clouds or haze due to increased opacity in the atmosphere
affecting absorptions by species such as sodium, potassium or water. It is usually
possible to narrow the haze candidates based on condensation curves at the expected
temperatures, however, a unique determination of haze composition has remained
out of reach thus far.
It is here that polarimetry offers a vital piece of information. Different haze can-
didates often have distinct refractive indices and polarization by scattering is very
sensitive to this property. Polarimetry aided in the identification of the composition
of clouds on Venus (Hansen and Hovenier, 1974) and hazes in the atmosphere of
Titan (West and Smith, 1991). The challenge, as always with exoplanets, is to obtain
data of a high enough quality to make the distinction between species. In this thesis,
we are able to see exoplanet polarimetric data making this transition, primarily due
to the efforts of SloaneWiktorowicz who built and continually refined the polarime-
ter and continues to make these observations. The chapter on HD 189733 shows
the first set of data that are completely dominated by telescope effects, resulting
in a non-detection of polarization from the system of interest. In the next chapter
on WASP-12b, the observations are still dominated by telescope effects. However,
2these effects are regular and the planetary polarization can be retrieved after isolating
them. The data is now of sufficient quality to make distinctions between scattering
by corundum or perovskite hazes.
The fourth chapter is more of a view towards the future of exoplanet polarimetry.
We attempt to answer the question: what will it take to get a direct observation of an
ocean on an Earth like exoplanet? Polarimetry is useful here since specular reflection
off a water surface is almost 100% linearly polarized. The answer, it seems, depends
on a lot of variables: how big the ocean is, how thick the atmosphere and what it’s
made of. Though the prospects of such an observation appear bleak at the moment,
high powered telescopes that are expected to come online within the next decade
might plausibly make it happen.
The last chapter returns to another problem of atmospheric scattering, this time in
the Earth’s atmosphere. With the advent of several carbon monitoring satellites,
such as GOSAT, OCO-2 and TANSAT, there are now several hundred thousand
atmospheric spectra being captured globally everyday. Quickly and accurately
retrieving carbon dioxide concentrations from this data requires complex radiative
transfer calculations that account for the scattering properties of hazes and different
land surface types. To this end, we refined an existing principal component analysis
based fast radiative transfer model to satisfy the speed and accuracy requirements
for this task. Retrievals using simulated GOSAT data showed that the model was
a hundredfold faster than a standard line by line radiative transfer model, while
maintaining an accuracy of 0.06 ppm for carbon dioxide retrievals (Somkuti et al.,
2017).
3C h a p t e r 2
POLARIZATION FROM THE HD 189733 SYSTEM: MODEL
DEVELOPMENT AND INTERPRETATION OF OBSERVATIONS
This chapter is adapted from work previously published as
Kopparla, Pushkar, Vijay Natraj, Xi Zhang, Mark R Swain, Sloane J Wiktorowicz,
and Yuk L Yung (2016). “A Multiple Scattering Polarized Radiative Transfer
Model: Application to HD 189733b”. In: The Astrophysical Journal 817.1, p. 32.
2.1 Abstract
Wedevelop amultiple scattering vector radiative transfermodel which produces disk
integrated, full phase polarized light curves for reflected light from an exoplanetary
atmosphere. We validate our model against results from published analytical and
computational models and discuss a small number of cases relevant to the existing
and possible near-future observations of the exoplanet HD 189733b. HD 189733b
is arguably the most well observed exoplanet to date and the only exoplanet to be
observed in polarized light, yet it is debated if the planet’s atmosphere is cloudy or
clear. We model reflected light from clear atmospheres with Rayleigh scattering,
and cloudy or hazy atmospheres with Mie and fractal aggregate particles. We
show that clear and cloudy atmospheres have large differences in polarized light as
compared to simple fluxmeasurements, though existing observations are insufficient
to make this distinction. Futhermore, we show that atmospheres which are spatially
inhomogeneous, such as being partially covered by clouds or hazes, exhibit larger
contrasts in polarized light when compared to clear atmospheres. This effect can
potentially be used to identify patchy clouds in exoplanets. Given a set of full
phase polarimetric measurements, this model can constrain the geometric albedo,
properties of scattering particles in the atmosphere and the longitude of the ascending
node of the orbit. The model is used to interpret new polarimetric observations of
HD 189733b in a companion paper.
2.2 Introduction
Polarimetry has been used to probe the atmospheres of planets in the solar system;
the first observation of linear polarization fromVenus’ atmosphere is credited to Lyot
(1929). More recently, the properties of clouds and hazes in Venus’s atmosphere
4were deduced through polarimetric data from both ground-based observations and
from Pioneer data (Hansen and Hovenier, 1974; Kawabata et al., 1980). Similar
successful studies exist for Titan (Tomasko and Smith, 1982), Jupiter (Smith and
Tomasko, 1984) and the other outer planets (Joos and Schmid, 2007). The idea of
using polarimetry to probe exoplanetary atmospheres is thus a natural extension,
and was first examined in a theoretical study by Seager, Whitney, and Sasselov
(2000). The great advantage of using polarimetry in the study of exoplanets is the
increase in contrast between direct starlight and the reflected light from the planetary
atmosphere. Integrated over the whole disk, direct starlight from inactive, nearby
stars can be assumed to be unpolarized to a high degree1. For instance, the linear
polarization integrated over the sun’s disk is ∼ 1ppm (parts per million) in visible
wavelengths (Kemp et al., 1987), light scattered from a planetary atmosphere may
have polarizations of a few tens of percent. Thus, depending on the reflectivity of
a planetary atmosphere, the degree of polarization in the star-planet system can be
dominated by the reflected light from the planetary atmosphere. In such a case, the
combined star planet system should show a periodic modulation in the degree of
polarization as the planet moves through different phases of illumination in its orbit.
A prime exoplanet candidate for polarimetric studies is HD 189733b, a hot Jupiter
orbiting a K star, with a semimajor axis of 0.031 AU. The system is relatively close
by (19.3 parsecs) and thus bright. Berdyugina et al. (2008) reported a detection
of polarized light of amplitude 200ppm. Surprisingly, the strength of observed
polarization was about one order of magnitude higher than predicted assuming a
semi-infinite Rayleigh scattering atmosphere (which produces the highest degree
of polarization for a given planetary radius), leading to some skepticism over the
observations (Lucas et al., 2009). Follow up studies since have not reached a
consensus on the observed degree of polarization (Wiktorowicz, 2009; Berdyugina
et al., 2011). Furthermore, Lucas et al. (2009) observed the polarization of two other
exoplanet systems, 55 Cnc and τ Boo. In both cases, they found polarization of the
order of 1ppm but there was no significant variability associated with the orbital
periods of the known exoplanets in these systems. In parallel however, there have
been few efforts to model the observable polarization signal using what is known
about the atmosphere of HD189733b from photometric measurements, since the
early work of Lucas et al., 2009 and Sengupta, 2008. We will briefly examine the
1Polarization is introduced in starlight through interactions with interstellar dust clouds and
magnetic fields therein (Davis and Greenstein, 1949). However these values are unlikely to vary on
planetary orbital timescales.
5observations, and some of the issues involved in their interpretation, in order to
understand what information can be retrieved using a multiple scattering radiative
transfer model.
The chapter is structured as follows. The remainder of the introduction is devoted
to a review of exoplanetary polarization studies, both theoretical and observational.
In Section 2, we outline our model setup and validate our model using observations
of Jupiter. In Section 3, we discuss the observable polarization signal for different
atmospheric compositions, orbital orientations and spatial inhomogeneities in the
atmosphere, followed by a summary in Section 4.
Polarimetry of HD 189733b
Berdyugina et al. (2008)’s study consisted of 93 individual nightly observations
taken in the B band (370-550nm) through the KVA 0.6-m telescope and find variable
polarization of amplitude 200ppm. The degree of polarization is always measured
as a fraction of the direct starlight, and not just the reflected light from the planet.
They interpret their observations using a single scattering Rayleigh-Lambertian
model, and are able to retrieve values of eccentricity and orbital inclination that
agree quite well with other studies. To explain the large degree of polarization, they
are forced to use a large planetary radius, 1.5 ± 0.2 RJ where the standard value is
1.154 ± 0.017 RJ (Pont et al., 2007). They comment that this large radius might be
indicative of an extended, evaporating halo around the planet. It is uncertain if such
a halo would be reflective enough to be responsible for a significant fraction of the
reflected intensity.
Wiktorowicz (2009) observed the same planet in the wavelength range 400-675 nm
from the Palomar 5-m telescope. He found polarization of the order of 10ppm, but
there was no significant relationship with the period of the exoplanet. However, this
study has only one observation near elongation (phase angle 90◦) where polarization
is expected to peak and most observations are at phases where polarization is
expected to be small, as has been pointed out by later papers (Berdyugina et al.,
2011). This study also derives an upper limit to the polarimetric modulation of the
exoplanet as 79ppm and the polarimetric variability of starspots to 21ppm.
Berdyugina et al. (2011) observed polarization modulations in the U, B, and V bands
centered at 360, 440 and 530 nm respectively with the NOT 2.5-m telescope. They
find that the degree of polarization varies with the wavelength in proportion to the
Rayleigh scattering law across the different bands. However, they revise their earlier
6value of the amplitude of polarization from 200ppm down to ∼ 100ppm. Because
of the visual similarities to Neptune in the geometric albedo profile, they suggest
that the atmosphere might have a similar structure, with a high altitude haze layer
above a semi-infinite cloud deck. Another proposed structure is the presence of a
dust condensate layer beneath a thin gas layer.
Photometric Observations
Temperatures in the atmosphere of HD 189733bare thought to vary between 1000-
1500 K depending on altitude and longitude (Knutson et al., 2009; Knutson et al.,
2012; Huitson et al., 2012). Its atmosphere is fairly well studied and is known to
contain water (Tinetti et al., 2007), carbon monoxide (Kok et al., 2013), carbon
dioxide and methane (Swain, Vasisht, and Tinetti, 2008; Swain et al., 2009) in trace
amounts. The bulk composition is usually modeled to be mostly hydrogen and
helium (Huitson et al., 2012; Danielski et al., 2014). From theoretical models, it is
also expected that such an atmosphere would contain traces of metals like sodium,
potassium and magnesium (Fortney et al., 2010). Weak detections of these metals
from visible (Redfield et al., 2008) and infrared transmission spectra as well as
strong slope from the UV to the near infrared, lead to the inference that a high level,
Rayleigh haze that spans several scale heights over an opaque cloud deck may be
present (Sing et al., 2009; Désert et al., 2011; Sing et al., 2011; Pont et al., 2013).
However, a recent pair of studies (Crouzet et al., 2014; McCullough et al., 2014)
have put forth an alternative interpretation of the transit and secondary eclipse data.
They argue that the slope previously attributed to a Rayleigh scattering haze could
instead be caused by unocculted star spots in the field of view. This interpretation
favors a clear, cloudless atmosphere for HD 189733b, though it does not rule out a
hazy atmosphere.
The geometric albedo of HD 189733b was measured by Evans et al. (2013) using
the HST to measure the brightness of the disk at secondary eclipse, and they find
values of 0.40 ± 0.12 in the range 290-450 nm and an upper limit of 0.12 between
450-570 nm. This data provides an independent check for the albedos retrieved by
Berdyugina et al. (2011). The values of Berdyugina et al. (2011) are systematically
higher than those obtained by Evans et al. (2013).
Theoretical Polarization Studies
Seager, Whitney, and Sasselov (2000) in a pioneering study produced theoretical
polarization curves for reflected planetary light using a forward Monte Carlo ra-
7diative transfer (RT) model for a Rayleigh scattering atmosphere. They concluded
that the maximum degree of polarization (1 − 5x10−5) was in most cases below
detection limits at the time. They also examined the effects of scattering particles
and cloud layers, in all cases deviation from a purely scattering gaseous atmosphere
reduced the degree of polarization. Following this, there were a series of papers e.g.,
Stam, Hovenier, and Waters (2004) and Stam et al. (2006) using an adding doubling
RT model. Their results were similar to that of the previous work, but the great
advantage of their model is the generation of a "planetary scattering matrix". With
this matrix, a single calculation can replicate multiple scattering radiative transfer
through a planetary atmosphere of arbitrary thickness and composition (only for top
of the atmosphere fluxes). Buenzli and Schmid (2009) explored the dependence
of observable polarization signals on single scattering albedo, optical depth of the
scattering layer, and albedo of an underlying Lambert surface for purely Rayleigh
scattering atmospheres using a Monte Carlo model. Madhusudhan and Burrows
(2012) used an analytic model on a Rayleigh scattering atmosphere to map out
polarization signals for various scenarios.
While extensive parameter searches have been performed theoretically, the observa-
tional data have only been interpreted using very simple single scattering Rayleigh-
Lambert models (Berdyugina et al., 2008; Berdyugina et al., 2011). Newer the-
oretical studies have moved onto modeling increasingly specialized features such
as rainbows from water clouds (Bailey, 2007; Karalidi, Stam, and Guirado, 2013),
surface vegetation(Stam, 2008), oceans (Williams and Gaidos, 2008) and relatively
fine cloud structure (Karalidi and Stam, 2012). Current observations exist only for
hot Jupiters, and it is unlikely that most of these features will either exist or be
observable on such planets in the near future. In this way, there is a divergence
between the modeling and observational community within the field. The goal of
this work is the creation of an atmospheric polarizationmodel with sufficient physics
(multiple scattering, use of non-Rayleigh scattering functions, multiple atmospheric
layers, inhomogeneous atmospheres) but simple enough (sufficiently few parame-
ters) to be useful in the interpretation of current and near-future observations (so
that data can constrain model parameters). The purpose of this model is to be a tool
that augments our understanding of observations; it is not intended to function as a
standalone parameter search engine.
82.3 The Atmospheric Structure of HD 189733b and Radiative Transfer
Model Setup
Our approach to building an exoplanetary atmospheric polarization model is to start
with a well understood planetary atmospheric model, continually modify into an
atmospheric structure relevant to HD 189733b and validate it at each step. We begin
with amodel of Jupiter’s stratosphere based on retrievals ofCassini data (Zhang et al.,
2013), henceforth Z13. This model is attractive as a baseline since the atmosphere
has realistic clouds and two different types of haze particles: spherical and fractal
aggregates. While current polarimetric observations may not have sufficient data
to distinguish between these two types of haze particles, we are optimistic about
the future. Z13 model the atmosphere of Jupiter using a 12-layer plane parallel
atmosphere with scattering and absorption at each layer, underlain by a reflective
semi-infinite cloud layer. This model currently works only with the photometric
intensity, I, while we require at least three of the Stokes parameters, I, the intensity,











We talk about degree of polarization in the total star-planet flux since this is the
observable quantity. Direct starlight is assumed to be unpolarized integrated over
the disk of the star. Symmetry breaking due to starspots or the transiting planet
itself can induce non-zero polarization in direct starlight. However, these effects
have been calculated to be about one order of magnitude smaller than the expected
polarization from the planet (Kostogryz, Yakobchuk, and Berdyugina, 2015). If the
detected polarization of the planet is much smaller than expected, these effects will
become important and must be accounted for. The first change we make is to swap
out the scalar RT model DISORT (Stamnes et al., 2000) which works only on inten-
sities, with a vector RT model VLIDORT (Spurr, 2006) that can handle polarized
radiances. This is a plane-parallel scattering code that uses the discrete ordinate
method to approximate multiple scatter integral source terms in the RT equation.
The model will make a precise single scatter calculation for both incoming solar
and outgoing line-of-sight beams in a plane-parallel or spherical-shell atmosphere.
Stokes vector output may be generated at any level in the atmosphere and for any
angular distribution, using the source function integration technique. The model
can handle coupled thermal/surface emission and multiple scattering scenarios, and
there is a provision for dealing with bidirectional reflecting surfaces as well as the
9usual Lambertian surface assumption. TheVLIDORTmodel is also fully linearized:
simultaneously with the polarized radiance field, it will deliver analytic Jacobians
with respect to any atmospheric and/or surface properties.
VLIDORT has been validated against Rayleigh (Coulson, Dave, and Sckera, 1960)
and aerosol benchmark results (Garcia and Siewert, 1989; Siewert, 2000). Details of
the validation can be obtained fromSpurr (2006). VLIDORT has also been validated
in the thermal infrared (with no solar sources) and mid infrared (with both solar
and thermal emission sources) spectral regions by comparisons with the National
Center for Atmospheric Research GENLN Spectral Mapper model, which in turn is
based on the GENLN line-by-line RT algorithm (Edwards, 1992). VLIDORT has
been previously used in remote sensing applications for Earth (Cuesta et al., 2013;
Xi et al., 2015).
We validate this modified Jupiter atmosphere vector model by reproducing known
photometric and polarimetric results for the atmosphere of Jupiter. The basic
calculation here is one-dimensional, monochromatic radiative transfer in a plane
parallel atmosphere for a given set of observing angles using an 8-stream RTmodel,
following Z13. We are able to reproduce, up to four decimal places, the best fits of
Z13 to Cassini data at different wavelength filters and latitudes. A representative
plot is shown in the top panel of Figure 1 for an atmosphere containing fractal
aggregate hazes over a reflective cloud layer. Haze particles are either modeled
as Mie spheres (De Rooij and Van der Stap, 1984) or fractal aggregates, using
the approximate method of Tomasko et al. (2008) designed for Titan hazes. Well
resolved polarimetric data of Jupiter has existed since the Pioneer missions (Smith
and Tomasko, 1984). We attempt to reproduce these values using the atmospheric
model of Z13 with VLIDORT for the relevant latitudes. The bottom panel of Figure
2.1 shows the degree of polarization produced by our model and the corresponding
Pioneer observations, taken from Table IVC of Smith and Tomasko (1984). These
observations correspond to the blue filter, whose central wavelength is 0.44µm
(Pellicori, Russell, and Watts, 1973). The fit is certainly not as good as that
for photometry. Inaccuracies may partially be due to the fact that the retrieved
parameters are optimized to match the photometric data from Cassini alone, whose
wavelengths are different. The optical properties at 0.44µm are thus interpolated
values from the Cassini retrievals. Also, aerosol properties at 98◦ phase angle are
not constrained well by the Cassini ISS data in Z13, most of the images of which
are at small (< 30◦) and large (> 130◦) phase angles. Two more validation cases
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are discussed in the following section on disk integration.
Figure 2.1: Top panel shows reflectivities from Zhang et al. (2013) using DIS-
ORT(blue dashed line), with this work using VLIDORT (solid green line) and
observations from Cassini in the UV1 filter (red points) at S60◦ latitude and a phase
angle of 17.5◦. This is the blue curve in the top left panel of Figure 8 in Zhang et al.
(2013). Bottom panel shows observed values of polarization in the blue channel
from Pioneer 10 (Smith and Tomasko, 1984, red points) and the corresponding
modeled values (this work, solid green line) at a phase angle of 98◦.
Disk Integration
Unlike Jupiter, where the disk of the planet is well resolved, polarimetric observa-
tions of exoplanets will only yield disk integrated values. Thus, the equation of
radiative transfer must be solved for a finite number of points on the planet and the
emergent radiance summed to yield disk integrated values. We use the quadrature
method of Horak (1950) for fast disk integration.The polarized light can be repre-











The integral of interest, which gives the integrated Stokes parameters of the planet








where I(η, ζ) is the outgoing Stokes vector from the point defined by the colatitude
η and longitude ζ in the direction of the observer. The intensity within the integral
is not analytical and must be obtained from multiple scattering calculations from
VLIDORT. It is therefore preferable to have the integral expressed as a summation











, ψ = cosη (2.4)
where ν = sin η, the limits of the integrals are changed to -1 to +1. Note that these
equations are valid for positive phase angles, α. For negative phase angles, the



















, ψ = cosη (2.6)
These integrals can now be expressed as the summations






wiu jI(ψi, ξ j) (2.7)
where each wi and u j represents the quadrature weights for the quadrature divisions
ψi and ξ j . For a given number of summation terms, n, the quadrature weights and
divisions are well defined (Chandrasekhar, 1960). VLIDORT only needs to be run
at the positions on the disk indicated by these divisions and summed up to give
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the outgoing intensity. The inputs to VLIDORT are the solar zenith angle (θo),
indicating the direction of the incoming flux from the star measured with respect to
the local normal to the surface, viewing zenith angle (θo), which is the direction of
outgoing radiance to the observer, and the relative azimuthal angle (∆φ) between
these two directions. These angles are given by
cos θo = sin η cos(η − α) (2.8)
cos θ = sin η cos(η) (2.9)
tan∆φ =
sinα cos η
cos θ cos θo − cosα (2.10)
We verify that our numerical implementation is correct by reproducing Table
3 of Horak (1950) for surface reflection from a Lambertian surface.The effects
using different numbers of quadrature points, computational streams in the RT
model and the resolution of the orbit are discussed in the appendix. In brief, pure
Rayleigh scattering atmospheres are insensitive to resolution effects and use 8-
stream, 64-point quadrature. Mie scattering atmospheres require at least 16-stream
RT to produce rainbows and use 32-stream and 256-point quadrature for the cases
discussed. For inhomogeneous hazy atmospheres with sharp discontinuities in the
scattering properties across the disk, 32-stream, 1024-point quadrature was used to
produce smooth curves in reflected intensity. Model runtime scales linearly with
number of phases modeled per orbit, as the square of the linear spatial resolution of
the disk and the cube of the number of RT streams.
To further validate our disk integration scheme implementation, we reproduce the
disk integrated reflectivity and degree of polarization calculations from Buenzli and
Schmid (2009) for Rayleigh scattering atmosphere of optical depth 30 and single
scattering albedo 0.999999 over a Lambertian surface of albedo 1. Our results
agree well with published values, as shown in Table 2.1. The error in the degree of
polarization is given as 0.1% in Buenzli and Schmid, 2009. The columns are the
scattering phase angle (α), reflectivity (I, this work, IBS from (Buenzli and Schmid,
2009)) and the degree of polarization expressed as a percentage of reflected light (q
and qBS respectively). In this work, we use the definitions of the Stokes parameters
as given by Hovenier, Mee, and Domke, 2014, which are the same as those used in
Chandrasekhar, 1960. Buenzli and Schmid, 2009 use the definition from Coulson,
Dave, and Sckera, 1960, which only differs in the sign of Q.
Furthermore, since we are particularly interested in measurements of the geometric
albedo, we also validate our calculations for the dependence of geometric albedo
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Table 2.1: Comparisons with Rayleigh Scattering Results of Buenzli and Schmid
(2009)
α[◦] I(α) IBS(α) q(α)[%] qBS(α)[%]
2.5 0.796 0.795 -0.0 0.0
7.5 0.786 0.785 -0.4 0.4
12.5 0.767 0.766 -1.1 1.1
17.5 0.741 0.740 -2.1 2.1
22.5 0.709 0.708 -3.4 3.4
27.5 0.672 0.671 -5.0 5.1
32.5 0.631 0.630 -6.9 6.9
37.5 0.588 0.587 -9.1 9.1
42.5 0.543 0.542 -11.4 11.4
47.5 0.498 0.497 -14.0 13.9
52.5 0.453 0.453 -16.6 16.6
57.5 0.410 0.410 -19.3 19.3
62.5 0.368 0.368 -22.0 22.0
67.5 0.329 0.329 -24.6 24.6
72.5 0.293 0.292 -27.0 27.0
77.5 0.259 0.259 -29.1 29.1
82.5 0.228 0.228 -30.8 30.7
87.5 0.199 0.199 -32.0 31.9
92.5 0.174 0.174 -32.6 32.5
97.5 0.151 0.150 -32.5 32.5
102.5 0.130 0.130 -31.9 31.8
107.5 0.111 0.111 -30.5 30.5
112.5 0.094 0.094 -28.6 28.6
117.5 0.079 0.079 -26.2 26.2
122.5 0.066 0.066 -23.4 23.4
127.5 0.054 0.054 -20.2 20.3
132.5 0.043 0.043 -16.9 17.0
137.5 0.033 0.033 -13.6 13.7
142.5 0.025 0.025 -10.3 10.4
147.5 0.018 0.018 -7.1 7.3
152.5 0.012 0.013 -4.3 4.4
157.5 0.008 0.008 -1.9 2.0
162.5 0.004 0.005 0.1 0.0
167.5 0.002 0.002 1.5 -1.4
172.5 0.001 0.001 2.0 -1.9
177.5 0.000 0.000 - -
(Signs are opposite due to the use of different conventions. See text for details)
on the single scattering albedo. For comparison, we use the fitted analytic expres-
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sion from Madhusudhan and Burrows (2012), shown in Figure 2.2. We get good
agreement except close to single scattering albedo ∼ 1, where the analytic fitting
expression is not good as reported by Madhusudhan and Burrows, 2012. However,
our model value of 0.7976 is close to the published numerically computed values of
0.7977 (Madhusudhan and Burrows, 2012) and 0.7975 (Prather, 1974). VLIDORT
cannot handle a single scattering albedo of exactly 1, and therefore we use the value
0.999999.
Figure 2.2: Geometric albedo as a function of single scattering albedo in a semi-
infinite Rayleigh scattering atmosphere from this model (blue curve) and from
Madhusudhan and Burrows, 2012 (red pluses).
Geometric Considerations
For a circular orbit, we have the scattering angle for a given orbital position (Mad-
husudhan and Burrows, 2012)
cosα = sin φ sin i (2.11)
where φ is the true anomaly and i is the inclination. As the orbit is circular, we take
the true anomaly to be the same as our orbital position angle. φ = 0 corresponds
to superior conjunction as seen from Earth and φ = pi corresponds to mid-transit.
The definition of the stokes parameters Q and U is generally with respect to the
plane of the sky as seen from Earth. However, each VLIDORT calculation yields
these parameters in the local scattering plane. Therefore, one rotation is necessary
to change the reference plane to the equatorial plane of the exoplanet before being
summed up by the quadrature formula above. A second rotation is necessary to
express the polarizations in the sky plane of the Earth. In both cases, the Stokes
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parameters I and V remain unchanged since they deal with the total intensity and
the handedness and magnitude of circular polarization. Thus the first rotation is of
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(2.13)
θ is the angle with the vertical at the point of scattering made by the outgoing beam
of radiation to Earth. The angle of the second rotation is a function of the planet’s






+ 90◦ + ωp (2.14)
where i is the inclination of the orbit and ωp is the longitude of the ascending node.
Note that the orbit is assumed to be nearly circular, which is valid for HD 189733b.
The rotation itself is of the form
Q′′ = Q′ cos 2γ2 (2.15)
U′′ = Q′ sin 2γ2 (2.16)
I and V are unaffected as before. Note that U′ plays no role in the second rota-
tion since its value drops to zero during the first rotation and summation over the
illuminated disk for a planet that is symmetric about its equator. This set of trans-
formations yield the full orbit polarized phase curve [I(φ),Q′′(φ),U′′(φ),V(φ)] for
the planet. Our simple model does not account for transit, secondary eclipse or limb
effects in the star and the planet, non-spherical planets, thermal emission from the
planet and other higher order effects. Those will be considered in future efforts.
Atmospheric Structure of HD 189733b
Starting with the relatively complex Jupiter atmosphere of Z13, we construct simple
atmospheric structures that may be plausible for HD 189733b. The legacy atmo-
spheric model from Z13 consists of 11 layers of gas and haze particles; gas is present
in each layer while haze particles may or may not be present. The 12th (deepest)
layer being an optically thick reflective cloud layer with single scattering albedo
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0.99. Gas is also present in this layer; however, the large optical depth of the cloud
makes scattering by gas inconsequential within this layer. A simple schematic of
this plane parallel atmosphere is provided in Figure 2.3. Since we do not require
this level of vertical resolution with current observations, we will reduce the number
of gas layers, N to 1 or 2 depending on the case of interest. Should observations
of sufficient quality become available, it is easy to add on more layers. The cloud
layer is underlain by a Lambertian surface of albedo zero to provide a boundary
condition. However, the cloud layer is thick enough (τcloud = 50) that changes to
the albedo of this surface has no observable effect. The atmospheric composition
of HD 189733b consists primarily of hydrogen and helium, with traces of methane,
carbon dioxide and water. Since none of these gases have absorption lines or bands
at 0.44µm, their contribution is primarily Rayleigh scattering. We take the typical
depolarization ratio of 0.02 for hydrogen as representative of the atmosphere follow-
ing Stam, Hovenier, and Waters (2004). The scattering properties of the underlying
cloud layer is described by a double Henyey-Greenstein (DHG) function, Equation 2
of Z13. The DHG function is fully depolarizing. For the sake of simplicity and due
to the lack of better alternatives, we use the following values from Table 4 of Z13 for
the parameters for the double Henyey-Greenstein scattering function, f1 = 0.8303,
g1 = 0.8311 and g2 = −0.3657. A summary of relevant atmospheric parameters is
provided in Table 2.2. The total column optical depth of the gaseous atmosphere
(excluding the bottom cloud layer) is treated as a free parameter. However, we find
that with total column optical depths of order one, a doubling or halving of the
optical depth only results in changes of order 5-10% in the intensity and degree of
polarization for a pure Rayleigh scattering atmosphere.
Haze particles are either modeled as Mie spheres (De Rooij and Van der Stap,
1984) or fractal aggregates, using the approximate method of Tomasko et al. (2008)
designed for Titan hazes. The refractive index of the particles is fixed at 1.68+10−4i
(Jäger et al., 2003), representing a composition of silicate grains as hypothesized
by Pont et al. (2013). Since the slope seen in transmission spectra is attributed to
a scattering haze over several scale heights, we assume a well mixed atmosphere.
Thus, the mixing fraction of haze particles will have no vertical variations in our
models, unless the variation is the difference between the existence or absence of
haze. For the following sections, we fix the wavelength of radiative transfer
calculations at 0.44µm, which is the central wavelength of the B band in the visible
range. It is relatively straightforward to change the wavelength to the UV or IR
ranges, as long as the relevant scattering and extinction cross-sections are available
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Figure 2.3: Simple schematic indicating the breakup of the illuminated disk into
smaller regions, each one of which is represented by a stack of plane parallel
atmospheric layers. There are N (N typically being 1 or 2) layers which can have
either gas alone (Rayleigh scattering) or a mixture of gas and haze particles. This
is underlain by a thick, reflective cloud layer at the bottom. Single and multiple
scattering (as indicated by the black arrows) are calculated using the radiative tranfer
model VLIDORT (Spurr, 2006).
Table 2.2: Summary of Parameters Used
Function Parameter Value
Wavelength 0.44 µm
Cloud Ph. Fn. (DHG) f1 0.8303
g1 0.8311
g2 -0.3657
Haze Particles Refractive Index 1.68 + 10−4i
Radius (spherical) 1µm
Monomer radius (fractal) 10nm
Monomers/particle 1000
for all gases, haze and cloud particles. The planetary and orbital parameters for HD
189733b are taken as follows. The radius of the planet is 1.138Rj , semi-major axis
is 0.03 AU and the eccentricity of the orbit is taken to be nearly zero (actual value
is 0.0041) (Torres, Winn, and Holman, 2008). The inclination of the orbit can be
either 86◦ (Triaud et al., 2010; Berdyugina et al., 2008) or 94◦(Berdyugina et al.,
2011)(we use 94◦) and the longitude of the ascending node is 16◦ (Berdyugina et al.,
2008).
2.4 Results and Discussion
Polarimetric observations typically yield the two linear polarization parameters,
Stokes Q and U, in addition to the intensity. In reflected starlight, circular po-
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larization over the northen and southern hemispheres will likely have comparable
absolute values but opposite signs. The result is that integrated over the disk, the
circular polarization values are very small. The degree of circular polarization is
at least 4-5 orders of magnitude smaller than the linear polarization, and cannot be
measured with current technology for exoplanets. Thus, the reflected light from the
atmosphere of an exoplanet is described fully by I, Q and U. The total degree of
polarization of reflected light is wholly determined by the nature of scattering in the
planetary atmosphere, while the viewing geometries determine the distribution of
polarization between the parameters Q and U. The broad atmospheric structure of
HD 189733b is still a matter of active debate. Depending on the interpretation of
transit spectra, cloudy or clear atmospheric scenarios cannot be ruled out (Crouzet
et al., 2014). Thus, we will examine a few simple structures and their associated
polarization signatures here.
Semi-infinite Rayleigh Scattering Atmospheres
The recent ideas of Crouzet et al. (2014) and McCullough et al. (2014) support
a clear atmosphere for HD 189733b. Thus, we start with a very simple case: a
thick, purely Rayleigh semi-infinite scattering atmosphere. The atmosphere has one
single Rayleigh scattering layer with an optical depth of 1000, above a Lambertian
surface of albedo 1.0. We will refer to such atmospheres as a semi-infinite Rayleigh
scattering atmospheres in the following discussions. We vary the single scattering
albedo to simulate the effect of changes in geometric albedo of the planet. The
results are shown in Figure 2.4, with reflected intensity and polariztion normalized
to total direct starlight. Disk integrations are carried out at every 5◦ in orbital
position angle. Following the notation of (Berdyugina et al., 2011), orbital phase
angle of 0◦ (secondary-eclipse) corresponds to an orbital phase of 0.5, and an orbital
phase angle of 180◦ (transit) corresponds to orbital phase of 0.0. We also overplot
the detected magnitude of polarization from Berdyugina et al. (2011) and the upper
limit from the non-detection fromWiktorowicz (2009), while noting that the central
wavelength of the filters used in these observations do not exactly coincide with our
model wavelength of 0.44µm. We cannot explain the large value of Berdyugina et al.
(2011) using this atmospheric structure, under the assumption that the polarization
is due to reflection from the planetary atmosphere. However, we note that the large
value of observed polarization still points towards a highly reflective Rayleigh-like
atmosphere, since any other type of scattering particle will reduce the degree of
polarization.
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For a purely Rayleigh scattering atmosphere, the degree of polarization depends
only on the single scattering albedo. The single scattering albedo accounts for the
presence of absorbing gases in that layer. Since each photon is scattered around till
it is either absorbed or leaves the atmosphere, layers with high albedo have multiple
scattering that randomizes the plane of polarization and reduces the observed degree
of polarization at the top of the atmosphere. One might be tempted to infer,
therefore, that low albedos are preferable to reduce multiple scattering and have
larger polarization signals. However, as the albedo of the atmosphere is lowered,
the planet becomes dimmer with respect to the star. Consequently, the maximum
degree of polarization in the star-planet flux becomes lesser. These two competing
albedo effects give rise to different behaviors depending on whether the polarization
is normalized to the intensity of the star or the reflected intensity of the planet as
seen in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.4: Variation in the degree of polarization for reflected light from
HD189733b with changes in geometric albedo for a semi-infinite, purely Rayleigh
scattering atmosphere. I and P are normalized to direct starlight. The B11 and
W09 lines indicate the amplitude of observations from Berdyugina et al. (2011)
and the upper limit for non-detection from Wiktorowicz (2009). Orbital phase 0 is
mid-transit and 0.5 is mid-eclipse.
For the following cases, wewill hold the geometric albedo constant, unless otherwise
stated, and vary other atmospheric parameters. We use a value of 0.23, which is the
geometric mean of the observed albedos spanning the B-band (∼ 390 − 480 nm) as
reported in Table 1 of Evans et al. (2013).
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Figure 2.5: Variation in the degree of polarization as a function of single scattering
albedo and orbital phase for a semi-infinite Rayleigh scattering atmosphere normal-
ized to reflected light from the planet (top) and direct starlight (bottom). For the
former, the highest degree of polarization occurs at low albedo, while for the latter
(which is the observable quantity), it occurs at high albedo.
Semi-infinite Hazy Atmospheres
Based on the interpretation of Pont et al. (2013) and others, the atmosphere of
HD 189733b consists of a well-mixed Rayleigh scattering haze over several scale
heights. To model this, we introduce two types of scattering particles into the
atmosphere: spherical particles of size 1µm and fractal particles of effective size
∼ 0.1µm, composed of 1000 spherical monomers of size ∼ 10nm. These are similar
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in shape to fractal particles used in Z13, but their refractive index is that of silicates,
1.68 + 10−4i. As in Section 3.2, a single gas+haze layer with an optical depth of
1000 makes up the atmosphere, with an underlying cloud layer. These particles are
added such that they contribute to 50% of the optical depth at each atmospheric
layer, while the geometric albedo is held constant close to 0.23. This is achieved
by setting the single scattering albedo to 0.71 in the Rayleigh case, 0.54 in the Mie
case and 0.84 in the fractal case. The resulting curves are shown in Figure 2.6.2
The highest polarization is always produced by a non-absorbing, purely Rayleigh
scattering atmosphere. The introduction of any particle that deviates from this
regime reduces the polarization. Polarization is non-zero at orbital phase 0.5 since
the planet is in an orbit whose inclination is not 90◦. Therefore, at this orbital phase
the phase angle is ∼ 4◦, while polarization is zero for a phase angle of 0◦.
A simple reason to explain this effect is that moving from the Rayleigh toMie regime
reduces reflection at quadrature angles and increases preferential forward scattering.
Since the polarization peak occurs near quadrature, and there is lower reflection at
this point, the total degree of polarization invariably decreases. The fractal particles
are characterized by their Mie particle-like intensity curve, which comes from their
large effective radius and Rayleigh-like polarization curve, which is due to the small
size of individual monomers that make up the aggregate. The Mie-particle haze
can be distinguished by a rainbow close to secondary eclipse. Thus, for a given
albedo, using a combination of intensity and polarization measurements, it should
be possible to determine whether a haze is present, and what type of particles
might be present in it. Recent work has begun to place constraints on scattering
particle properties (Muñoz and Isaak, 2015). Increasing effective haze particle
size decreases the degree of polarization observed. However, it will be tricky to
characterize the size of haze particles from the degree of polarization alone without
extremely high resolution polarimetric observations (∆P ∼ few ppm).
Thin Atmospheres Above Cloud Decks
Berdyugina et al., 2011 proposed an atmospheric structure with a thin gas or haze
layer on top of a semi-infinite cloud or condensate deck. Since the nature of the
cloud or haze layer remains fairly unconstrained in this picture, we create a structure
with two layers. In the first case, the top layer is pure gas with an optical depth of 1.0,
2 The jagged appearance of the Mie curve is due to disk integrations being carried out at every
5◦ in orbital phase angle. Smooth curves can be obtained by carrying out integrations at every 1◦
(Appendix, Figure 14), but the increased computational time does not yield any fundamentally new
features.
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Figure 2.6: Variation in the degree of polarization from reflected light HD189733b
system with a semi-infinite pure gas and hazy atmospheres. The particle properties
are listed in Table 2.2. The geometric albedo of the planet is forced to remain close
to 0.23. B11 andW09 lines indicate the amplitude of observations from Berdyugina
et al. (2011) and Wiktorowicz (2009).
and single scattering albedo of 0.7. In the second case the top layer has spherical
haze particles and gas, each component contributing to 50% of the optical depth
with a total optical depth of 1.0 and single scattering albedo of 0.5. The bottom layer
is a cloud with optical depth of 1000 and albedo of 0.7, while the cloud scattering
properties are represented by the DHG function mentioned in Table 2.2. Scattering
by the cloud produces no net polarization. This is to simulate the effects of scattering
by very large cloud particles, of millimeter size. In all cases, the geometric albedo
of the planet is maintained close to 0.23. The results are shown in Figure 2.7, we
compare these cases to a semi-infinite Rayleigh scattering atmosphere since that is
the basic structure that we must distinguish from. Since the geometric albedo is
constrained to be the same in all cases, changes in observed intensity are very minor.
Thin polarizing layers produce a lower degree of polarization, but the shapes of the
curves are the same as those of thick atmospheres of similar composition in the
previous section. There is no particular advantage to using polarimetry in this case.
This information can also be acquired from a different observational technique, such
as transit photometry.
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Figure 2.7: Variation in reflected intensity and the degree of polarization for different
atmospheric structures of HD 189733b. The intensity curves for a semi-infinite
Rayleigh atmosphere (deep gas), thin, clear gas atmosphere (thin gas) and a hazy
atmosphere with spherical particles (thin haze) on top of a cloud layer. The haze
and cloud properties are mentioned in Table 2.2.
Inhomogeneous Atmospheres
Thus far we have considered homogeneous atmospheres, in both the vertical and
horizontal directions, which are idealized cases. We treat one case of horizontal
inhomogeneity, where one hemisphere is covered by a haze and the other hemisphere
is clear. Such scenarios are of particular interest, since haze and cloud formation
process often produce patchy, inhomogeneous regions as seen in the Solar System
planets and brown dwarfs. A recent study of the exoplanet Kepler 7b indicates
the presence of spatial inhomogeneity where one hemisphere of the planet is more
reflective than the other (Demory et al., 2013; Hu et al., 2015), possibly indicating
that one hemisphere is covered by patchy clouds while the other is clear.
Here we assume that one hemisphere has a semi-infinite Rayleigh atmosphere (as in
Section 3.1) and the other has a semi-infinite hazy atmosphere with spherical parti-
cles(as in Section 3.2). The hazy hemisphere has an effective geometric albedo of
0.19, to simulate the effect of greater scattering and absorption, while the geometric
albedo of the Rayleigh hemisphere is maintained at 0.23. The hazy hemisphere
covers the western part of the planet, lying half over the dayside and half over the
nightside, as seen from Earth at secondary eclipse (Figure 2.8). The peak of the
reflected intensity is now just before eclipse. Note that the contrast between the
homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases is exaggerated in the degree of polarization
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at quadrature as compared to the reflected intensity.
Numerically, we create two different atmospheric structures. All longitudes west
of the substellar point (which lies at the longitude equal to the scattering angle, α)
correspond to the clear structure, eastward are hazy. Thus far, we have used α as
defined by Equation 4, which only yields non-negative values. We can get away with
only positive α for a homogeneous planet because of longitudinal symmetry. For
an inhomogeneous planet, we must have negative α values between φ = [pi, 2pi] to
ensure that the correct scattering angles are used. Inhomogeneous atmospheres have
been modeled by Karalidi and Stam, 2012; Karalidi, Stam, and Guirado, 2013, by
calculating the brightness of homogeneous planets and creating an inhomogeneous
planet from their area-weighted averages. One advantage of this method is that we
do not need to repeat calculations for different homogeneous planets before arriving
at the inhomogeneous case.
Figure 2.8: Variation in reflected intensity and the degree of polarization as a
planet with an inhomogeneous atmosphere completes one orbit compared to a
homogeneous, Rayleigh scattering planet. The spheres on top show the planet as
seen from Earth at the phases indicated on the abscissa. The dark blue regions are
pure Rayleigh scattering, and the greyish regions contain haze. The portion covered
by the box indicates the night side of the planet.
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Dependence on Orbital Parameters
The range of observed phase angles for one orbit of the exoplanet around the star
is set entirely by its inclination. For instance, an inclination of 0◦, allows only
a constant phase angle of 90◦, while an inclination of 90◦ allows the full range
from 0 − 180◦. Intermediate values of inclination allow smaller ranges of phase
angles to be observed. Since the inclination can usually be inferred from the transit
light curve, we do not consider it a free parameter. However, the longitude of
the ascending node cannot always be pin pointed from photometric light curves
alone. Figure 2.9 shows an example of two possible transiting orbit candidates for
an exoplanet which have the same inclination, but longitudes of the ascending node
are of opposite sign albeit same magnitude. The first panel shows the photometric
light curve, which is identical for both orbits and cannot be used to distinguish them,
while the polarimetric curve, U, clearly shows a change in sign.
2.5 Conclusions
In this paper, we describe a multiple scattering radiative transfer model capable of
generating polarized phase curves for reflected light from a range of atmospheric
structures. In general, we find that our multiple scattering model cannot produce
polarization high enough to match the observations of Berdyugina et al., 2011,
agreeing with the findings of Lucas et al., 2009. We also find that clear and hazy
atmospheres have observable differences in polarized light. In combination with full
orbit reflected intensity phase curves, it might be possible to even distinguish if the
haze particles are spheres or aggregates. Furthermore, we also find that spherical
haze particles with the refractive of silicate have a rainbow, and corresponding
peak in polarization, close to secondary eclipse. In addition, we examine cases
where a thin atmosphere is underlain by a semi-infinite cloud layer, and find that
they are distinguishable from semi-infinite clear gas atmospheres. The semi-infinite
Rayleigh scattering cases were used to put an upper limit on the albedo of HD
189733b in the visible in a companion paper (Wiktorowicz et al., 2015)
In light of growing interest in the exoplanetary community on classifying exoplan-
etary atmospheres as cloudy (Kreidberg et al., 2014; Knutson et al., 2014) or clear
(Fraine et al., 2014), polarimetry has great potential as an observational tool. The
inferences of clouds through the transit observations use the absence of features in
the spectra to postulate the presence of clouds. The inherent assumption here is that
a thick cloud layer must cover a dominant fraction of the planet’s atmosphere so as
to mask absorption features. Note that clouds, at least those seen within the solar
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Figure 2.9: The top panel shows a cartoon of two orbits of inclination close to 90
degrees and longitude of the ascending node 16 degrees (red, solid line) and -16
degrees (blue, dashed line) for the HD189733b system as seen from Earth. (Figure
is approximate, not to scale, angles are not accurately depicted). The arrow indicates
the sense of motion of the planet in the orbit and upwards is North in the sky plane
of the Earth. These orbits are indistinguishable from photometry alone, but can
be separated using polarimetry. The sign of Stokes parameter U changes, while
intensity is invariant for this pair of orbits.
system are never uniformly thick or homogeneous (with the possible exception of
Venus). There is no reason to expect that exoplanetary clouds will be any different.
Thus, even exoplanets which show absorption features in their transit spectra might
still admit patchy clouds in their atmospheres. The detection of patchy clouds is
at the limit of current observational capabilities using photometric intensity alone,
and must be indirectly inferred (Demory et al., 2013).
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We show in this paper that contrasts between clear skies and fully or patchy clouds
are significant in polarized light even when the reflected light intensities cannot
be differentiated. The locations of hazes and clouds, combined with temperature
profiles, can be used to infer the composition of the condensates based on their
condensation temperatures. While intensity phase curves may yield information
about the size of the scattering particle, polarized curves also give information
about the refractive index depending on the position of the rainbow, allowing for
additional constraints on chemical composition. The size of cloud particles is
indicative of the strength of the updrafts necessary to buoy them, among other factors
(see Reutter et al., 2009 for example,) and can provide constraints on the dynamics
of exoplanetary atmospheres. The closeness of hot Jupiters to their stars, and the
resulting interactions with stellar magnetospheres, can influence the chemistry of
the atmosphere. In the solar system, it is thought that the magnetosphere of Jupiter
plays a key role in the creation of fractal aggregate hazes near the polar regions
(Wong, Yung, and Friedson, 2003).
Better constraints on the scattering properties of atmospheric particles and con-
densates will allow for the understanding of their formation mechanisms, which
are linked to the circulation of the atmosphere itself. Though our model uses
overly simplified atmospheric structures in its present form, future work will in-
clude spatial variations in atmospheric composition and structure in a more rigorous
fashion. One possible extension might be to generate clouds and hazes through a
3D general circulation model and perform vector radiative transfer on the resulting
atmospheric structures. As polarimetric observations converge on acceptable val-
ues for HD189733b, and new observations become available for other exoplanets,
our model can be used in a retrieval framework to constrain atmospheric scattering
properties and orbital elements.
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C h a p t e r 3
POLARIZATION OF THE WASP-12 SYSTEM: ALBEDOS AND
CLOUD COMPOSITION FROM SIMPLE MODELS
3.1 Abstract
WASP-12b is one of the hottest known exoplanets, with an equilibrium temperature
around 2500 K and a period of 1.1 days. Due to its extreme temperature, it was
intially expected that no condensate clouds could form in the atmosphere. However,
a slope in the visible region of the transmission spectrum of this planet, as well
as muted water absorption features, have hinted at the presence of a thick cloud
spanning several scale heights in its atmosphere around the day-night boundary of
this planet. Here we explore the polarimetric signals observable under both clear
and cloudy sky conditions. Under the clear sky model, the polarization amplitude
allows us to constrain the geometric albedo of the planet. However, interpreting
this measurement as the result of scattering by cloud particles allows us to derive
particle size constraints for different scattering cloud constituents, in addition to
constraining the geometric albedo.
3.2 Introduction
There is an increasing consensus on the presence of hazes in the atmosphere of
WASP-12b (Sing et al., 2013; Mandell et al., 2013; Kreidberg et al., 2015; Iyer
et al., 2016). However, the extent of the observable atmosphere dominated by
such hazes is variable and a function of several variables such as the equilibrium
temperature, atmospheric chemistry and strength of uplifts and zonal flows (see
for e.g., Parmentier et al., 2016). Detailed cloud formation modeling of WASP-12b
indicates that Al2O3 andCaTiO3 are the most likely candidates to condense as hazes
in the upper atmosphere (Wakeford et al., 2016).
We adapt the model described in the previous section to produce polarized light
phase curves for WASP-12b, a summary of the important parameters is provided in
Table 3.1. Particle refractive indices were taken from Kitzmann and Heng, 2017,
and the planetary and orbital properties from "http://exoplanets.org" (Han et al.,
2014) and "http://exoplanet.eu" (Schneider et al., 2011). For all simulations, the
upper atmosphere is assumed to be horizontally and vertically homogeneous, in the
region relevant to observing scattered light. Thus, clouds or gas are included as
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optically thick (optical depth of ∼ 1000) horizontal layers over a fully absorbing
surface. The actual atmosphere of the planet is likely to have patchy clouds with a
spatially variable vertical extent, we do not expect initial polarization data to resolve
such fine details. Therefore, we focus on very simple end member models with
the aim of making a binary distinction between scattering from a predominantly
cloudy or clear atmosphere. The next section describes various simulations using
our polarized radiative transfer model. The section following that discusses the
implications of an observed signal, and how it maybe used to place constraints on
geometric albedo and particle composition and size.
Table 3.1: Summary of Parameters Used
Function Parameter Value
Wavelength 0.44 µm
Refractive Index Perovskite (CaTiO3) 2.43 + 0.005i
Corundum (Al2O3) 1.58 + 0.04i
Planetary Radius 1.736Rj
Orbital Radius 0.0229 AU
Inclination 82.5◦
3.3 Results and Discussion
Since the expected region of haze condensation is only around the limbs, much of the
dayside surface could be dominated by Rayleigh scattering. Various metal oxides
and silicates present in the gas phase on the dayside can contribute to absorption,
reducing the albedo of an otherwise pure hydrogen atmosphere. The shape of
the curve for Rayleigh scattering is well known, with intensity scaling linearly
with albedo and polarization approximately quadratically (Fig 3.1, also see next
figure). Given that the shape of the curve is similar for all albedos, with peaks
around quadrature, peak polarization signal amplitude therefore has a one-to-one
correspondence with geometric albedo (Fig 3.2). Thus, for a clear sky planet,
a polarization measurement around quadrature will yield a direct constraint on
its geometric albedo. Cloud condensation modeling indicates that the dayside of
WASP-12b should be mostly cloudless (Wakeford et al., 2016). However, we do not
have observations to constrain all model parameters, and model uncertainties could
be substantial. Therefore, we also consider cases where the dayside atmospheric
scattering is dominated by cloud particles. Fig 3.3 shows curves for corundum
(top) and perovskite (bottom) cloud particles of various sizes. The Mie scattering
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Figure 3.1: Scattered light intensity and polarization for Rayleigh scattering atmo-
spheres on WASP-12b with various geometric albedos. Polarization is expressed as
a fraction of direct unscattered starlight in units of parts per million (ppm).
phase functions are calculated using Mie theory, with the Meerhoff Mie program
version 3.1 (De Rooij and Van der Stap, 1984). The particle size distribution is log
normal (index size distribution 2 in the Meerhoff code), with the variance always
set to 110 of the effective particle size. The shape of the phase curve, along with the
location and magnitude of peak polarization are functions of both particle size and
refractive index. Since polarization is a non-trivial function of particle size, we
systematically plot the geometric albedo and peak polarization for corundum and
perovskite particles as a function of particle size (Figs 3.4 and 3.5). As expected,
the quantities of interest are most variable around 0.07µm where the particle size
parameter (2pirλ , r is the radius and λ is the wavelength) approaches unity for a
wavelength of 0.44µm. There is secondary peak in polarization between 0.1−1µm,
possibly the result of a Mie scattering resonance. We note from these figures
that even with a given geometric albedo and maximum polarization amplitude, the
particle size can still be degenerate.
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Figure 3.2: Variation of the peak polarization amplitude due to scattering a clear
atmosphere on WASP-12b with geometric albedo. A given value of peak polariza-
tion translates directly to a single geometric albedo value of the planet and can be
compared to measurements from other techniques such as secondary eclipse (Bell
et al., 2017).
3.4 Conclusions
We explore the two end member cases (clear and cloudy) for the atmospheric
structure of the very hot exoplanet, WASP-12b. A clear atmosphere allows us
to unambiguously determine geometric albedo of the planet from the maximum
polarization amplitude. Modeling scattering from a cloudy atmosphere allows us to
derive cloud particle composition given a particle size constraint (from transits) and
polarization amplitude. However, particle size is still somewhat degenerate, and will
likely require multiwavelength observations in both photometry (transits, secondary
eclipses and maybe even phase curves) and polarimetry to be tightly constrained.
We also note that the models used here are highly simplified to match the state of
observations at the current time. As better data becomes available in the future, the
use of more nuanced atmospheric structures will likely become necessary.
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Figure 3.3: Polarized light curves for corundum (top) and perovskite (bottom) cloud
scattering on WASP-12b. Note that peak polarization is a non-monotonic function
of particle size.
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Figure 3.4: Maximumpolarization from the scattering of light by a thick atmospheric
cloud on WASP-12b for cloud composed of Al2O3 particles of various sizes. The
numbers next to the points on the plot indicate geometric albedos for WASP-12b.
Figure 3.5: Same as 3.4, but for a cloud of CaTiO3 particles.
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C h a p t e r 4
OBSERVING OCEANS IN TIGHTLY PACKED PLANETARY
SYSTEMS: PERSPECTIVES FROM POLARIZATION
MODELING OF THE TRAPPIST-1 SYSTEM
4.1 Abstract
The recently discovered TRAPPIST-1 system is exciting due to the possibility of
several rocky, Earth-sized planets harboring liquid water on their surface. To assess
the detectability of oceans on these planets, we model the disk integrated phase
curves and polarization signals for planets in this system for reflected starlight.
We examine four cases: (1) dry planet, (2) cloud-covered planet, (3) planet with
regional-scale oceans, and (4) planet with global oceans. Polarization signals are
strongest for optically thin atmospheres over widespread oceans, with the degree
of polarization being up to 90% for a single planet. In cases where reflected light
from different planets in a tightly packed system cannot be separated, observing in
polarized light allows for up to a tenfold increase in star-planet contrast compared
to photometric observations alone. Planned telescopes like ELT and LUVOIR may
be capable of observing glint (specularly reflected starlight) from Earth-like planets
around Sun-like stars, and if equipped with a polarimeter can significantly improve
our ability to detect and study oceans on rocky exoplanets.
4.2 Introduction
The discovery of the TRAPPIST-1 system, with several rocky planets tightly packed
in a resonant chain of orbits around an ultracool dwarf star (effective temperature of
about 2550 K), is the first of its kind (Gillon et al., 2017; Luger et al., 2017). The
close-in orbits of these planets combined with the cool temperature of the star allow
several of these planets to receive stellar insolation levels comparable to the solar
flux at Earth. This circumstance has inspired several studies on different aspects of
habitability for these planets such as atmospheric greenhouse effects (Wolf, 2017;
Meadows et al., 2017), surface UV fluxes (O’Malley-James and Kaltenegger, 2017)
and even some studies on the effects of vegetation (Alberti et al., 2017) and possible
exchange of biological matter between planets in the system (Lingam and Loeb,
2017).
In this work, we focus on finding directly detectable signals for liquid water (such as
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specularly reflected starlight from the surface, commonly known as glint) for planets
in this system. Looking for glint in reflected starlight was first proposed by Cowan
et al. (2009) and Robinson, Meadows, and Crisp (2010). However, it is possible
to have false positives mimicking glint from a liquid ocean surface occurring due
to reflection off ice or snow at high latitudes (Cowan, Abbot, and Voigt, 2012). In
such cases, an additional piece of information from polarization can help resolve
the degeneracy. Stam (2008) was the first to propose a search for glint in polarized
light. Later work explored the parameter space of various atmospheric and surface
conditions in the context of detectability, and concluded that the near IR atmospheric
windows from 1.55–1.75 µm and 2.1–2.3 µm were the most favorable to detect glint
reflection from the surface for an Earth like atmosphere with clouds and aerosols
(Zugger et al., 2010; Zugger et al., 2011).
Recent work on modeling the climates of the TRAPPIST-1 planets found that planet
d was most likely to have liquid water, with the outer planets being more likely to be
frozen over (Alberti et al., 2017). However, other work on estimating the water loss
rates on the planets of this system indicate that planets e to h can hold onto some
of their water, while the inner planets have loss rates that are too high to expect
oceans to exist (Bourrier et al., 2017). We therefore focus much of our modeling on
TRAPPIST-1e, as a likely candidate for possessing some liquid water on the basis
of these studies.
In the following section, we describe our vector radiative transfer model. Then
we present polarized phase curves for a few cases of an ocean on the surface,
and the magnitude of an observable signal for various atmospheric conditions.
Following that, we explore the issues associated with isolating the glint signal from
a single planet in a tightly packed multiplanet system. We discuss our findings and
implications for future observations in the final section.
4.3 Model
A detailed description of the polarized radiative transfer model and its validation
can be found in an earlier paper (Kopparla et al., 2016), but we summarize it here
for convenience. The core of the model is the one-dimensional, multiple scattering,
vector radiative transfer model, VLIDORT (Spurr, 2006). The planet’s surface is
divided up into a grid of boxes (typically 64 boxes) based on a quadrature scheme
(Horak, 1950), and the radiation field is derived at each box using a plane parallel one
dimensional atmosphere. The radiation fields from each box are then summed over
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the entire surface to give the disc integrated intensity and polarization values. To
simulate ocean-covered surfaces, we have used the Cox-Munk ocean reflection glint
surface model (Cox and Munk, 1954) capability in VLIDORT. The model outputs
the Stokes parameters I (intensity), Q and U ( linear polarization parameters) and V
(circular polarization parameter). For most of our results, we will mostly deal with






The Cox-Munk model uses the liquid’s refractive index and the surface wind speed
(as ameasure of the surface roughness) as inputs to calculate the reflectance function.
In the example of a glint spot as simulated by the model, (shown in Fig 4.1), the
glint spot is strongest when the viewing zenith angle (VZA) is equal to the solar
zenith angle (SZA) at an azimuthal angle (AZM) of 0. Increasing the wind speed
parameter in the Cox-Munk model causes the water surface to become rougher,
and smears out the glint spot to a wider range of angles. For any realistic planet,
the ocean surface roughness and winds vary significantly and using a single wind
speed is a simplification. Given that we are only able to observe disc-integrated
brightnesses from super Earths at best, a single surface roughness parameter is a
tolerable approximation. This can also be thought of as thewind speed in the vicinity
of the specular point on the sphere that glint reflectance will be most sensitive to.
For simulating the dry land surfaces in our models, we use a Lambertian surface.
Land surfaces on Earth have a wide variety of bidirectional reflectance functions
(BRDFs) depending on composition, minerology, surface roughness, vegetation and
so forth (Bicheron and Leroy, 2000; Bacour and Bréon, 2005, see eg., ). Even for
surfaces made of one component, such as snow, there is still significant variability
based on viewing and lighting angles, wavelength, size and shape of snow grains
(Dumont et al., 2010). While we expect some of the surface to be covered in
snow based on the expected equilibrium temperatures for some of the TRAPPIST-1
planets, we are still very far from being able to observationally constrain such details
as the coverage and properties of snow on the surface. Therefore, in line with our
lack of information, we use a very simple surface model: an isotropic (Lambertian)
surface with an albedo of 0.2 (typical land surfaces on the Earth have albedos
between 0.05-0.4, we simply chose a middling value). Lambertian surfaces are
commonly used as first order approximations for modern high resolutions retrievals
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Figure 4.1: Normalized Stokes parameter I and degree of polarization P for a Cox-
Munk glint surface under a very thin 1-D Rayleigh scattering atmosphere (optical
depth 0.01) for a variety of values of VZA and AZM. SZA = 60 deg. The wind
speed is 1 m/s for the plots in the top row, and 10 m/s for those in the bottom row.




Atmospheric absorption and scattering are complex effects, with strong dependen-
cies on wavelength, observing geometry and atmospheric composition. Since we
are interested in glint signals from the surface, it makes sense to choose wavelengths
which the atmosphere is most transparent to. On Earth, for instance, there are several
such atmospheric windows in the near infrared regions, where the optical depth is
of order 10−2 (Fig 4.2). The window locations may be different for TRAPPIST-1
planets, depending on the makeup of their atmospheres. Ascertaining the chemical
compositions of atmospheres on these planets is outside the scope of this paper.
Since we do not know where the window regions are, it is likely that glint obser-
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Figure 4.2: A typical total column optical depth spectrum of the Earth’s atmosphere
between the wavelengths 0.3 and 3 µm with Rayleigh scattering, gas and aerosol
extinction but no clouds. Note that an atmosphere can be optically thin in a given
wavelength range ("atmospheric window" regions) even with a large column air
mass. This profile was generated by the WRF-Chem chemistry and transport model
for a location over the continental US (Grell et al., 2005; Fast et al., 2006; Peckham
et al., 2011)
vations will contain some amount of atmospheric absorption. In such cases, it is
important to know how thick an atmosphere a planet can have before the glint signal
is completely obscured. To estimate this, we consider the effects of a Rayleigh scat-
tering atmosphere on top of a glinting ocean, with varying optical thicknesses (Fig
4.3). Both scattering and absorption contribute to the atmospheric optical depth.
While atmospheric scattering can change both the degree of polarization and the
phase angle of peak polarization, atmospheric absorption will mostly attenuate the
overall signal. Since we are interested in glint signals from the surface, it makes
sense to choose wavelengths where the atmosphere is most transparent. Other than
the straightforward interpretation of optical depth being a indicator of atmospheric
mass or thickness, this can also be thought of as the difference between observing
at 1.5 µm and 2 µm in an Earth-like atmosphere (Fig 4.2), where the optical depth
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changes by a factor of 10000. In the thin atmosphere limit, the glint signal is clearly
visible at crescent phases (phase angles 0.1 and 0.9), whereas the glint signal is
almost entirely absent in the thick atmospheres. The high degree of polarization in
the thick atmosphere cases comes from Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere. The
thick atmosphere planets are also much brighter than those with thin atmospheres,
since the atmospheres have no absorption (single scattering albedo of 0.9999) and
the surface is relatively dark at angles away from the glint spot.
Figure 4.3: Reflected starlight intensity and degree of polarization phase curves
for TRAPPIST-1e in the thin (left column) and thick atmospheric (right column)
limits over an ocean like glinting surface. Legend indicates the optical depth of
the atmosphere. The phase angle used here is an atypical convention chosen for
consistency with exoplanetary polarization literature (for e.g., Wiktorowicz et al.,
2015). Under this convention, phase angles of 0 and 1 correspond to mid-transit
(only nightside is visible) and a phase of 0.5 corresponds to opposition (full dayside
is visible). Intensity and polarization are expressed as fractions of direct, unscattered
starlight in units of parts per million [ppm] and parts per billion [ppb].
Clouds and hazes introduce their own features into both the intensity and polariza-
tion curves. The effects of cloud particle size and global cloud fraction have been
discussed in detail in other work (e.g., Zugger et al., 2010; Zugger et al., 2011;
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Karalidi, Stam, and Hovenier, 2012). For our purposes, we examine one repre-
sentative case of water clouds with a size of 2 µm and a size variance of 0.1 µm,
which are similar to cloud particle type A in Karalidi, Stam, and Hovenier (2012).
Phase curves for TRAPPIST-1e with a planet wide deck of clouds of varying optical
depth shown in Fig 4.4. Thick clouds increase planet brightness significantly at
opposition, but generally have a lower degree of polarization.
Figure 4.4: Same as Fig 4.3, but with scattering by cloud particles of size 2 µm.
Note the appearence of rainbows around phase 0.4 and 0.6 in the thick cloud limit.
Signatures of Different Ocean Configurations
For further modeling in this section, we will use an atmospheric optical depth of 0.1,
a surface Lambertian albedo of 0.2 (for dry surfaces), a weakly absorbing Rayleigh
scattering atmosphere (single scattering albedo of 0.9999) and a wind speed of 10
m/s for the Cox-Munk model. A Rayleigh scattering, Earth-like atmosphere with
a pressure of 1 bar has an optical depth of 0.1 around 550 nm (Bodhaine et al.,
1999) and as seen in Figs 4.3 and 4.4 in the previous section, this optical depth
provides a fair mixture of features from both the atmosphere and ocean glint. The
previous section only dealt with a uniform, global ocean. However, this is only one
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possible configuration. If the planet is tidally locked and near the outside edge of
the continuously habitable zone, we may have an open water ocean around the sub
stellar point. It should be noted that factors such as the total insulation, thermal mass
of the atmosphere, presence of greenhouse gases, and the orbital period can affect
the ocean configuration. We model this case by setting an open ocean within 30◦
of the sub stellar point and dry surfaces elsewhere (eyeball ocean). With a smaller
fraction of ocean surface, the difference in the intensity curves is harder to detect.
Furthermore, in the case where the planet is tidally locked with a short period or
not tidally locked but still quite cold, we could expect to have a planet encircling
ocean around the equator. For the case of an equatorial ocean, the polarization is
intermediate to the two cases discussed above. We model this case by having an
ocean within 30◦ latitude of the equator. Models for these cases: a global ocean, a
wholly dry planet, eyeball ocean and equatorial ocean are shown in Fig 4.5. Planets
with oceans are in general darker than the dry planet; however, the eyeball ocean
curve coincides with the dry planet curve after quadrature phases (<0.25 or >0.75)
when the ocean begins to go out of view.
Phase Curves for the TRAPPIST-1 System
TheTRAPPIST-1 system consists of seven planets packed into orbits closer than 0.07
AU around their star. Observations of reflected light curves will likely not be able
to spatially separate light coming from different planets. So any data collected will
measure the sum of the reflected light coming from all the planets. We investigate
the prospects of retrieving a glint signal from such a sum. To convert the brightness
and polarization phase curves from the above calculations for TRAPPIST-1e to other
planets in the system, they will need to be scaled by a factor of R2p/a2, where Rp is
the radius of the planet and a is the orbital distance from the star. We only model
starlight scattering by the planets and do not consider star planet interactions such as
transits or eclipses in these phase curves. For convenience, we provide these factors
in Table 4.4.
We assume that all planets other than TRAPPIST-1e are dry, and TRAPPIST-1e is an
aqua planet. Fig 4.6 shows reflected light curves for this case. The summed intensity
and polarization as shown by the thick, black curve is the observable quantity. Note
that the contribution of planet e to the sum total in intensity (0.2 ppm out of 15
ppm or ∼ 1%) is about one order of magnitude smaller than its contribution to the
polarization (0.2 ppm out of 1.2 ppm or ∼ 17%). Therefore, observing polarization
offers a far larger contrast in this case. Note also that having multiple planets around
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Figure 4.5: Phase curves for fully ocean covered (aqua), completely dry planet and
two intermediate cases. The equatorial ocean and global ocean cases have near
identical polarization curves since the glint signal comes primarily from near the
equator. The intensity curves for the non-dry cases are nearly identical, and different
from the dry case, since the dry surfaces are brighter than the ocean at non-glint
angles and contribute significantly to disc brightness.
a star increases the degree of polarization of the star-planet system, which might be
usable characteristic for surveys. Given this observable quantity, we want to answer
the questions: how long an observing period is necessary to obtain a definitive
signal in polarized light from this planet? How reliable is this detection under
different conditions? To examine this, we consider the combined light curves of the
TRAPPIST-1 planets under a few different scenarios:
Case 1: Planet e has a global ocean, other planets are totally dry. All planets have
a clear atmosphere with an optical depth of 0.1 (same as Fig 4.6).
Case 2: Same as Case 1, except planet e has a clear atmosphere with optical depth of
1. Note that the polarization signal from planet e is now dominated by atmospheric
Rayleigh scattering instead of ocean glint.
Case 3: All planets have a cloudy atmosphere with an optical depth of 0.1. The
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Planet Radius (Rp) Orbit (AU) Scaling Factor
TRAPPIST-1b 1.09 0.011 9.00
TRAPPIST-1c 1.06 0.015 4.54
TRAPPIST-1d 0.77 0.021 1.22
TRAPPIST-1e 0.92 0.028 1.0
TRAPPIST-1f 1.04 0.037 0.75
TRAPPIST-1g 1.13 0.045 0.59
TRAPPIST-1h 0.72 0.060 0.13
Table 4.1: Scaling factors for brightness to convert above curves to other planets
in the system based on relative size and orbital distance. Values taken from Wang
et al. (2017).
ocean on planet e is visible, but slightly obscured by cloud.
Case 4: All planets have a cloudy atmosphere with an optical depth of 1, i.e, the
surface is invisible on all planets.
We compute the Fourier transform of the sum total intensity and polarization curves
for different observing periods for each of these cases (Fig 4.7). Large amplitude
variations of less than 1.5 days (shortest known planetary period) are smoothed to
0. For observing periods of order 200 days and above, a peak corresponding to the
period of planet e is distinguishable by eye from the power spectrum.
For cases 1 and 3, where the glint signal is most unambiguous, the Fourier transform
shows a clear signal for planet e that is about a factor of 10 stronger in polarization
than in intensity. For case 2, where the thick atmosphere gives planet e a much
higher albedo, the detection is stronger than in any other case. Conversely, if the
atmosphere of planet e had absorbers that lowered its albedo, both intensity and
polarization will give a much weaker signal. However, polarization and intensity
signals are about the same magnitude and polarization offers no advantage for
observing. In case 4, the thick cloud deck makes all the planets look uniform. The
strength of the observable signalmonotonically decreaseswith distance from the star,
and polarization again offers no real advantage over intensity alone. Additionally
TRAPPIST-1 is an active star (Roettenbacher and Kane, 2017) with a noisy stellar
spectrum which contaminates planetary spectra (Zhang et al., 2018). Polarization
offers great advantages for glint detection under certain conditions, but variability in
planetary properties and stellar noise or instrumental polarization (e.g., Wiktorowicz
et al., 2015) can limit how useful the technique can be.
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Figure 4.6: Reflected light intensity and polarization expressed as a fraction of direct
starlight for the TRAPPIST-1 system for one period of the outermost planet (∼ 19
days). Planet e is modeled as an aquaplanet, while the other planets are completely
dry. The wet planet signal contributes a much higher fraction of the sum total in
polarization (∼ 17%) than in intensity (∼ 1%).
Observing Possibilities
For the case of TRAPPIST-1, the dimness of the star, the small size of the planet and
the presence of several other planets in the system make it extremely challenging
to observe phase curves associated with surface reflectance without committing
several thousand hours of observing time from the largest ground based telescopes.
This is in spite of the polarized glint signal offering a 10x better contrast than a
simple intensity phase curve. Present day ground and space telescopes cannot reach
this high contrast at small angular separations from the star (Mawet et al., 2012;
Robinson, Stapelfeldt, and Marley, 2016). For the moment, the way to indirectly
infer the presence of an ocean on one of the TRAPPIST-1 planets will be the
detection of water absorption in the planetary atmosphere during transit along with
some measurement or estimate of surface temperature.
In the near future, there are proposals for several large space and ground based
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Figure 4.7: Fourier transforms of the combined phase curves (dark black line in
Fig 4.6) for observing periods totaling 5, 10 and 20 periods of the outermost planet
(∼94, 188 and 375 days) for cases 1-4 described in the text. Vertical lines indicate
the periods of the known planets, TRAPPIST-1e is in green.
telescopes with coronagraphs (and polarimeters), which make them sensitive to
very low planet star contrasts. Here we explore the parameter space of where ocean
planets might exist and what instruments might be able to observe their glint signals
(Fig 4.8). We scale our aquaplanet modeling results for TRAPPIST-1e to Earth sized
planets at different orbital distances around stars of various luminosities. Since the
degree of polarization is close to 100%, the glint polarization and intensity contrasts
with respect to the star are the same.
WFIRST-AFTA (Spergel et al., 2015) is a 2.4 m space telescope with a coronagraph
(and possibly a polarimeter) and is expected to reach sensitivites of 0.1 ppb (1/10000
ppm) in the visible/near infrared. However, the coronagraph has an inner working
angle (IWA) of 100 mas (milli arc seconds), which rules out the habitable zones
of cool stars, but might allow for observing glint on planets around Sun-like stars.
JWST NIRCam cannot observe such signals even though it has an IWA of ∼ 10
mas for certain configurations, the detection contrasts required are in the range of
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Figure 4.8: Modeled glint star-planet contrast signals (dot-dash grey lines) plotted
against detection limits of various upcoming large telescopes (WFIRST, LUVOIR
and ELT) for systems at a distance of 10 pc. The blue and red lines indicate
the distance from the star at which a planet receives an Earthlike (surface water
ocean) and Titanlike (surface hydrocarbon lakes) solar flux. Present or near future
observable Earth like planets (size smaller than 2REarth) from Kepler detections
and candidate objects (downloaded from exoplanets.org (Han et al., 2014) on 6 Oct
2017) and simulated detections from TESS (Sullivan et al., 2015) are overplotted
for a sense of the number of detections by surveys that may have an ocean, which
can be followed up for glint studies. Planetary periods listed in the TESS simulated
dataset are converted to orbital distances by converting the listed stellar radii to
stellar masses using the method of Demircan and Kahraman, 1991.
10−4 (Krist et al., 2010; Beichman et al., 2010). The most promising space telescope
concept for these observations is LUVOIR (Bolcar et al., 2015). With a proposed
telescope mirror of about 18 m, this telescope is planned to be sensitive to 10−10
contrast at 35 mas.
Among ground based telescopes, the EPICS exoplanet imager for the 40m ELT
(Kasper et al., 2010) aims to achieve a contrast of 10−8 at 30 mas and 10−9 at 100
mas in the NIR, which might allow a few detections. The LMIRCam on the Large
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Binocular Telescope (Defrere et al., 2014) can also see this range, but only reaches
a contrast of 10−5 for the region of interest.
4.5 Conclusions
We model scattering of starlight by the atmosphere and surface of TRAPPIST-1e to
produce a number of polarized phase curves for different distributions of the surface
ocean and atmospheric cloud opacities. We find that the existence of a sizeable
liquid water surface will show a strong signal in polarized light if the atmosphere
is not opaque, and this measurement might offer a definitive difference between
liquid water holding and dry planets. However, for the case of TRAPPIST-1, direct
observation of glint polarization is impossible with current instruments. Future
missions, such as WFIRST-AFTA. LUVOIR or ELT may be capable of making
such a measurement for Earth-like planets around Sun-like stars. The presence of
polarimeters on such telescopes could allow for definitive detections of oceans on
Earth-like exoplanets.
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C h a p t e r 5
A FAST AND ACCURATE PCA BASED RADIATIVE
TRANSFER MODEL: EXTENSION TO THE BROADBAND
SHORTWAVE REGION AND IMPROVEMENTS TO AEROSOL
SCHEME, VERTICAL LAYERING AND SPECTRAL BINNING
This chapter is adapted from work previously published as
Kopparla, Pushkar, Vijay Natraj, Drew Limpasuvan, Robert Spurr, David Crisp,
Run-Lie Shia, Peter Somkuti, and Yuk L Yung (2017). “PCA-based radiative
transfer: Improvements to aerosol scheme, vertical layering and spectral binning”.
In: Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer 198, pp. 104–
111.
Kopparla, Pushkar,VijayNatraj, Robert Spurr, Run-Lie Shia,DavidCrisp, andYukL
Yung (2016). “A fast and accurate PCA based radiative transfer model: Extension
to the broadband shortwave region”. In: Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy
and Radiative Transfer 173, pp. 65–71.
5.1 Abstract
Accurate radiative transfer (RT) calculations are necessary formany earth-atmosphere
applications, from remote sensing retrieval to climate modeling. A Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA)-based spectral binning method has been shown to provide
an order of magnitude increase in computational speed while maintaining an over-
all accuracy of 0.01% (compared to line-by-line calculations) over narrow spectral
bands. In this paper, we have extended the PCA method for RT calculations over
the entire shortwave region of the spectrum from 0.3 to 3 microns. The region is
divided into 33 spectral fields covering all major gas absorption regimes. We find
that the RT performance runtimes are shorter by factors between 10-100 as com-
pared to a standard line by line RT model. We describe several improvements made
to the method and provide a discussion of the method’s performance over a diverse
set of atmospheric profiles and land surface types. The method is now capable of
providing atmospheric spectra with residuals under 0.1%, calculated with respect to
the continuum, throughout the shortwave region between 0.3 − 3µm at high resolu-
tion, which is substantial improvement over errors reported in earlier work. Future
directions for applications and further optimization are examined.
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5.2 Introduction
There have been many approaches to enhance the performance of radiative transfer
(RT) computations at infrared wavelengths, where vibration-rotation bands of gases
introduce rapid variations in the gas absorption cross sections, the most widely used
being the correlated-k model (Goody et al., 1989; Lacis and Oinas, 1991; Fu and
Liou, 1992). Other approaches include spectral mapping (Crisp, 1997; Moncet
et al., 2008), low-stream interpolations (Duan, Min, and Li, 2005; O’Dell, 2010)
and low orders of scattering approximations (Natraj and Spurr, 2007).
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique for RT speed enhancement
was first proposed by Natraj et al. (Natraj et al., 2005) (and later independently by
Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2006)), who reproduced the TOA reflectance spectrum over a
small spectral region centered on the O2 A band at 0.75µm to accuracies of 0.3%
compared to a line-by-line RT model, while achieving a 10-fold increase in speed.
Further development of the PCA model, its expansion to broader spectral regions
and the derivation of analytic Jacobians can be found in a series of papers (Natraj,
Shia, and Yung, 2010; Spurr et al., 2013).
The PCA-based RT technique takes advantage of redundancy in the optical property
information (gas absorption, Rayleigh scattering and aerosol scattering profiles) to
reduce computational time without significant decrease in accuracy. The basic prin-
ciple here is that fast two-stream calculations, when compared against more exact,
multi-stream calculations, have errors that are non-random and strongly correlated
with the optical properties of the atmosphere. The method therefore uses principal
components (PCs) derived from the optical properties to generate correction factors
which greatly reduce the magnitude of errors from the two-stream model. However,
the effectiveness of the correction factors is sensitive to a variety of parameters: the
binning scheme used to group monochromatic grid points together for the PCA, the
number of principal components used to calculate the correction factors, the vertical
grid on which calculations are carried out and so on. The purpose of this paper is to
explore these dependencies and optimize strategies for choosing model parameters
with the goal of achieving the required accuracy with the shortest possible model
runtime.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recapitulate the PCA-RT
method and describe new developments, including a better aerosol scheme, vertical
grid structures and binning considerations. In Section 3, we present runtime and
error statistics for top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) radiance calculations, and discuss
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implications.
5.3 The PCA RT Technique
RT Models
ThePCART technique is based on two contrastingRTmodels. First, for accurateMS
calculations we use the LIDORT discrete ordinate RT model (Spurr, 2008) – which
includes the treatment of solar-beam incoming attenuation in a spherically curved
atmosphere (the pseudo-spherical approximation), and the use of the delta-M scaling
approximation for aerosol scatteringwith sharply peaked forward scattering. We run
LIDORT in MS mode with 32 streams (computational quadrature angles; 16 each
for upwelling and downwelling polar directions); the single scatter (SS) contribution
is not included in the calculations. A full set of LIDORT MS calculations at every
wavelength point is computationally expensive; the key to the PCA RT approach
is to drastically limit the number of such full-MS calculations to a reduced set of
PCA-determined optical profiles that capture the vast majority of optical information
for a given wavelength range.
Secondly, fast RT computations are done using a numerically efficient two-stream-
exact single scattering (2S-ESS) RT model (Spurr and Natraj, 2011), which com-
prises two parts. The 2S part is a fast MS calculation based on a single discrete
ordinate in each of the up-welling and down-welling directions; the RT calculation
is done analytically except for the multi-layer boundary-value problem (which is also
solved using a simple and fast pentadiagonal solver rather than typical matrix inver-
sion techniques). The 2S calculation also uses the pseudo-spherical approximation.
The ESS part is an accurate spherical-geometry calculation of the singly scattered
radiation computed with the complete scattering phase function (not a truncated
form based on a limited number of Legendre polynomial expansion coefficients).
The 2S-ESS combination is the “fast” RT calculation; in this, the use of the ESS
calculation mitigates bias due to the severe phase function truncation inherent in the
2S approximation to MS. The LIDORT-ESS combination provides the most accu-
rate computation of the complete (SS+MS) radiation field; in the following, we will
refer to this benchmark computation as the "Exact RT" calculation, against which
the accuracy of the PCA RT model is to be compared. A more detailed summary of
these models can be found in Spurr et al. (2017) (Spurr et al., 2017).
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PCA RT Formalism
We refer the reader to earlier publications (Natraj et al., 2005; Natraj, Shia, and
Yung, 2010; Spurr et al., 2013; Kopparla et al., 2016; Spurr et al., 2017) for
details about the PCA RT technique. Here, we report on recent developments
and modifications.The first step is to derive the atmospheric optical properties on
a quasi-monochromatic spectral grid, that fully resolves variations in the spectral
structure of the gas absorption and aerosol extinction. The next step is to partition the
given spectral range into a number of appropriately chosen bins, each bin containing
spectral points for which the optical properties are broadly "similar". column-
integrated gas absorption optical depth; we discuss the criteria in subsection 2.3.
Each bin, which contains a subset of the monochromatic grid points within the
spectral range, is then subjected to an independent PCA procedure as described
below.
Consider a bin with N monochromatic grid points in an atmosphere stratified into
M optically homogeneous layers. Let τi, j be the total gas absorption optical depth
in layer i at monochromatic grid point j and ωi, j be the Rayleigh scattering optical
depth. We then take the logarithm of the optical properties on this grid and subtract
the mean value and then create a covariance matrix. Let us denote this set of
log optical properties by Fk, j , where F[1,M], j are the gas absorption optical depths
and F[M+1,2M], j are the Rayleigh scattering optical depths. The mean-removed
covariance matrix C over all layers has elements given by (k and l are layer indices)
Ck,l =
(
Fk, j − F¯k
) (
Fl, j − F¯l
)
(5.1)
where the overbar denotes a mean-value over all grid points in the bin. The index
l also goes from 1 to 2M. If necessary, surface albedo and aerosol properties
(described in Section 2.4) can also be added into this grid. These are particularly
important for calculations over broad spectral regions, where these properties can
vary signficantly from one end of the spectral region to the other. For example,
if 3 more optical properties corresponding to the surface albedo and aerosols were
included, the size of the covariance matrix goes from [2M, N] to [2M + 3, N]. The
rest of the procedure is identical. The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are the
empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs). The PCs are calculated by projecting the
optical properties on to the EOFs. Each EOF has 2M components; they are scaled
by the square root of the variance to make them dimensionally consistent with the
corresponding optical properties. Thus, we can express all the original information
in our new coordinate system as
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where the overbar indicates a mean value over all grid points in the bin, k is the
layer index and j is an index that shows the position of the grid point within the bin.
Pi, j and i,k are the ith PC and EOF respectively. Spectral information is stored in
the PCs, while the vertical profile information is stored in the EOFs. In essence,
by choosing monochromatic grid points with closely related optical properties such
as column-integrated optical depths, it is possible to capture most of the relevant
variation in optical properties with a small number of EOFs, usually four or less.
Thus, starting with a dataset of dimension 2M × N , we have reduced it to a total of
4 × N (PCs) and 4 × T × 2M (for 4 EOFs and T bins across the spectral region). In
effect, the variation in the two-stream model errors trace the variation in the optical
properties. With PCA combining most of the variation in the optical properties
into a small number of EOFs, we can calculate the error (defined as the difference
between the 2S and "exact" model radiance or flux) at any one monochromatic grid
point, and use the PCs to estimate the errors at all other grid points in that bin.
First, we calculate the MS radiances for the mean (over all monochromatic grid
points) optical property profiles with a multi-stream LIDORT calculation followed
by the two-stream calculation. Let us define a quantity Id
Id = ln(IMS/I2S) (5.4)
The mean optical properties are then perturbed by the magnitude of one scaled EOF
in both the positive and negative directions away from the mean for every EOF being
used. For instance in layer k, a perturbation corresponding to the ith EOF has the
optical depths
ln τ+k = ln τk + i,k (5.5)
ln τ−k = ln τk − i,k (5.6)
The two MS RT models are run again with these perturbed profiles. Let the new
logarithmic ratios be I+d and I
−
d . With respect to this EOF, the first and second order






δ2Ik = I+d + I
−
d − 2Id (5.8)
The corrected 2S radiance is thus calculated as













where l is the monochromatic grid point index.
Model Setup and Preliminary Binning Considerations
Wavenumbers in each binmust be chosen such that the optical properties are strongly
correlated. This is necessary to reduce the number of EOFs required to attain a given
accuracy. If the wavenumbers have optical properties that are very different from
each other, we can still capture the variability with a larger number of EOFs, but
this has a higher computational cost and defeats the purpose of using PCA.
The entire shortwave region from 0.29 − 3µm is first divided into 33 spectral
"fields" depending on dominant gas absorptions within the field (Table 5.1). Over
each field, wavenumbers are grouped into four bins, based on the total column
optical depth. We started with the following four bins: (0 − 0.01), (0.01 − 0.1),
(0.1 − 1.0) and (1.0 − ∞). Each of these bins is further bisected by dividing
wavenumbers along the median single scattering albedo. Finally, the result is a set
of eight wavenumber bins which have the same absorbers, and somewhat similar
total optical depths. The PCA RT model, as described in the Sections 2.1 and
2.2, is applied to each spectral field with these initial bins, and the residuals are
computed with respect to "Exact Model" using 32-stream LIDORT. Next, bins with
large residuals are again bisected with respect to total column optical depth; for
instance, the second bin would be split into (0.01 − 0.05) and (0.05 − 0.1). This
process is repeated until the root mean square residuals are below 0.01% for every
spectral field after degrading to typical instrument resolutions (more discussion
on this in the results section). We find that, following this procedure, a total
of eleven bins provide satisfactory residuals. The upper limits of these bins are
(0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 1.0, 5.0,∞). The runtime of the code
scales linearly with the number of bins. Note from Table 5.1 that the number
of wavelengths and the spectral resolution vary according to spectral field — finer
absorption features require higher resolution. Thiswas further tested for awide range
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Figure 5.1: Top of the Atmosphere (TOA) reflectances from Exact-RT LIDORT for
a single profile showing major absorptions. There are 33 spectral fields in all, with
8 in the ultraviolet/visible and the rest in the shortwave infrared (Table 5.1).
of atmospheric profiles taken from GEOS-CHEM, global 3-D chemical transport
model (Bey et al., 2001). We used profiles representing locations in North America
chosen over a wide range of latitudes and longitudes. The patterns in error residuals
were found to be similar for these profile data sets. We also find that some degree
of iteration was necessary in order to determine an acceptable binning scheme for
a given spectral range. Although the binning selection is done manually at present,
it will be advantageous to automate this procedure. This will allow for customizing
andminimizing the number of bins over different spectral ranges for better efficiency.
5.4 Preliminary Results
We compare radiances and performance run-times for the fast-PCA and exact-
LIDORT models across all shortwave spectral fields. The 11-bin scheme with four
EOFs is used. Figure 5.1 shows the top of the atmosphere radiances calculated
using the Exact Model for a single atmospheric profile from the North America
GEOS-CHEM profile set. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the residuals and radiances
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comparing the "Exact" and "fast-PCA" models, and 2-stream and PCA models
respectively. In addition, we also compare residuals and timing for the full LIDORT
calculations in which the number of streams is reduced from 32 down to as low
as 4. The original resolution of the RT calculations is of the order 0.05cm−1; we
use a Gaussian smoothing procedure to reduce the spectral resolution to 0.2cm−1,
which is a reasonable value for modern instruments such as OCO-2. As expected,
increasing the number of streams improves agreement with the Exact Model. Note
particularly that the run-time of the Exact-RT LIDORT model scales as the cube
of the number of computational streams, increasing about two orders of magnitude
when moving from 4 to 32 streams. However, the PCA model shows only about
a 20% increase in run-time over the same range of streams. Thus, when we have
scattering aerosols and/or clouds with strongly forward-peaked phase functions that
require many streams in the RT, the PCA technique offers a cost-effective way to
obtain acceptably accurate results in a reasonable amount of time.
Figure 5.2: Residuals (%) of the Exact-RT LIDORT radiances for 2, 4, 8, and 16
streams compared with the 32-streams LIDORT calculations. Optical properties as
for Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.3: Residuals (%) for the PCA (black) and 2S (red) models as compared
to 32 stream LIDORT over the entire shortwave range. The residuals have been
Gaussian smoothed to 0.2 cm−1.
That said, the PCA model residuals still have scope for improvement. Figure 5.4
showsPCA residualswith andwithoutGaussian smoothing over a small spectral field
using 32 streamLIDORT.While residuals are of order 0.1% overmostwavenumbers,
there are a small number of wavenumbers with errors around 1%. We find that these
wavenumbers are located either at the cores of weak absorptions or in the wings
of strong absorptions, typically with total column optical depths between 0.1 − 10.
Figure 5.5 shows the improvements in runtime of the PCA model versus the Exact
Model. We find that run-time is reduced by a factor of 10-100 for different spectral
fields. The speed of the PCA model is currently limited by the rate at which optical
properties are generated ab initio from databases, thereby resulting in somewhat
arbitrary runtime improvements which are unrelated to the actual RT calculation.
Runtime can be further optimized by using tabulated optical property inputs, for
instance. We are able to show that the PCA RT technique is capable of producing
accuracy comparable to 32 stream, full LIDORT RT calculations with run-times
comparable to those from a 2S model. While the PCA routine works extremely well
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Figure 5.4: Residuals of the PCA (black) and 2 Stream (red) models as compared
to 32 stream LIDORT with (top) and without (bottom) smoothing for spectral field
9, where the dominant gas absorbers are oxygen and water.
for > 99.9% of all points on the shortwave spectrum as defined here, a few points
continue to show sizeable irreducible errors. Within the paradigm of choosing
binning schemes for each spectral field, no further improvements could be made.
We were stuck at this point for a long time, and we had to attack the problem from
a different direction to make progress again.
5.5 PCA Efficiencies
Much of the material in this and the following subsections is from Kopparla et al.,
2017. To get the smallest errors possible when reconstructing the optical properties
with a given number of EOFs, we tested a few different transformations on the
optical properties. Particularly interesting are the cases where the optical proper-
ties are re-gridded onto a grid with uniform pressure thickness layers, and when
the PCA is performed on the optical properties themselves (hereafter referred to as
"linear PCA"), rather than their logarithms that were used in previous work (here-
after referred to as "log PCA"). For testing, we chose optical depth profiles from
bin 9 (binning is discussed in detail in the Section 2.5) of spectral range 11 (refer
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Figure 5.5: The sum total of the runtime of LIDORT and PCAmodel over all spectral
fields for one profile with changing number of computational streams. Note from
Figure 3 that increasing the number of streams improves the PCA RT accuracy, with
very little time penalty as shown in this figure. Refer to text for further discussion.
Table 5.1) which contains monochromatic grid points with column optical depths
between 1 and 5. The profiles are taken from the GEOS-CHEM model (Bey et al.,
2001) and represent atmospheric conditions over diverse locations in North America
and contain both aerosols and absorbing gases but no clouds.The behavior found
here is fairly general, and reproducible in other regions and bins. The results are
shown in Fig. 1. Using equal pressure thickness layers provides an order of mag-
nitude improvement in spectral residuals compared to the standard model (arbitrary
pressure grid and log PCA), while linear PCA provides two orders of magnitude
improvement. When both equal pressure thickness layers and linear PCA are used
together, we obtain three orders of magnitude improvement. Note, however, that
we are only reconstructing optical properties here; translating these improvements
into the correction factors for the RT model introduces additional difficulties. Using
linear, rather than logarithmic optical depths sometimes introduces negative values
when optical properties are perturbed (Eqns. 4 & 5) and the resulting spectra are
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Figure 5.6: Total column optical depth reconstruction accuracy using 5 EOFs
for various settings: (upper left) "standard" PCA on log optical properties on an
arbitrarily spaced vertical grid, (upper right) same as standard PCA but with linear
optical properties, (lower left) PCA on log optical properties on an equal pressure
thickness grid, (lower right) PCA on linear optical properties on an equal pressure
thickness grid. Optical depths are reconstructed layer by layer and then summed,
and compared to the total column optical depth in the original data set.
not always better than those with the log optical properties. Incorporating linear
PCA correctly into the RT model requires more work, and is a possible direction for
future attempts. Using equal pressure thickness layers, on the other hand, does not
pose any such issues. Even though the root mean square error remains about the
same, the largest errors are significantly reduced (Fig. 2). Therefore, we perform
all calculations on equal pressure thickness grids. The percentage residuals in all
figures are calculated as:
∆I =
(IPCA − IExact) ∗ 100
IcontinuumExact
(5.10)
We calculate residuals with respect to the continuum radiance (maximum radiance
in the spectral region) to avoid artificial amplification of errors in regions with very
strong gas absorption (due to division by small numbers). Using the continuum
radiance in the denominator shifts sensitivity of the error metric away from the
darkest points.
5.6 Aerosol Scheme
Previous versions of the PCA-based RT model employed bin averages for aerosol
properties. With such treatment of aerosols, residual patterns invariably display
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of PCA RT performance: (top) arbitrarily spaced vertical
grid, (bottom) equal pressure thickness grid. Both grids have 114 layers. RMSE
denotes the root mean square error.
gradient (slope) biases (see for example, Figure 3, bottom panel), which are present
due to the lack of representation of slowly changing aerosol properties in the PCA
mean-perturbation process. On the other hand, adding full vertical profiles for
several aerosol types to the optical properties matrix adds an unnecessary compu-
tational burden. However, we make the (reasonable) approximation that, unlike
Rayleigh scattering and gas absorption, for each aerosol type, the properties are
wavelength, but not altitude, dependent. This results in just one additional number
(per aerosol type; essentially the total column extinction optical depth of that type)
to the optical properties matrix. For further accuracy, we could also add the total
column scattering optical depth of each aerosol type to the matrix. This is in a way
similar to the way we handle surface albedo changes. As a result of this inclusion,
the slope in the residuals is greatly diminished (Fig. 3). Aerosol total column optical
depth is of order 10−3 in the profiles we use.
5.7 Further Modifications to Binning Schemes
Monochromatic spectral grid points in each bin must be chosen such that the optical
properties are strongly correlated. We find that there is no one generic binning
scheme that is appropriate for all spectral regions; rather, the choice of binning
scheme and the number of bins used are sensitive to the complexity of spectral
absorption in the region. In the following, we discuss different approaches necessary
to achieve < 0.1% residuals at every single monochromatic grid point over a given
spectral region.
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Figure 5.8: Differences in PCA RT residuals (bottom) using bin averaging for
aerosol optical properties, and (top) with explicit inclusion of aerosols in the PCA
process. Note the almost complete elimination of the slope in the latter scenario.
The entire shortwave region from 0.3−3µm is first divided into 34 spectral windows
depending on dominant gas absorption within the window (Table 5.1).
Scheme 1
The most straightforward cases include a spectrally-uniform continuum absorption
with little gas absorption fine structure. In such cases, monochromatic grid points
are grouped into bins which are equally spaced in the logarithm of total column gas
absorption optical depth. For example, in a window where the total column gas
absorption optical depths lie between 0.01 and 10, a four-bin scheme would have
these bin ranges: (0 − 0.01), (0.01 − 0.1), (0.1 − 1.0) and (1.0 − 10). Scattering
is included in the process through the use of Rayleigh scattering optical depth and
aerosol optical depths in the calculation of the optical property EOFs. Depending on
the complexity of the absorption band, more or fewer bins maybe required to reach
the specified precision. A slowly-varying continuum range can be simulated with as
few as one bin, but the residuals will have a clear parabolic structure, with negative
residuals at either end of the field and positive ones at the center. This structure is
likely due to the quadratic nature of the error correction applied (Eqn. 8). Total
column gas absorption optical depths below 0.01 can be grouped together in most
cases without much loss of accuracy since this is close to continuum scattering, and
the vertical profile of gas absorption is irrelevant. Similarly, for total column gas
absorption optical depths above 10, the extinction is strong enough that radiances are
very small. This is a situation dominated by single scattering above the absorption
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layer, and PCA corrections are irrelevant.
Scheme 2
In spectral windows where a significant fraction of spectral points fall within rapidly
varying absorption bands due to one or multiple absorbers, the simple scheme above
fails to yield residuals under 0.2% in most cases. It is possible to reduce residuals
by using a large number of bins (∼ 100), but that approach significantly slows
down the calculation. We use a more empirical scheme for these regions. We start
with the following four bins in total column absorption optical depth: (0 − 0.01),
(0.01 − 0.1), (0.1 − 1.0) and (1.0 − ∞). The PCA RT model, as described in the
Sections 2.1 and 2.2, is applied to each spectral range with these initial bins, and
the residuals are computed with respect to "Exact Model" using 8-stream LIDORT
(We have tested binning by using upto 32 streams, in general, binning schemes
affect errors at 32-streams in much they same way as they do at 8). Next, bins with
large residuals are again bisected with respect to total column optical depth; for
instance, the second bin would be split into (0.01 − 0.05) and (0.05 − 0.1). This
process is repeated until the residuals are below 0.01% for every spectral point.
We find that, following this procedure, a total of eleven bins provide satisfactory
residuals. The upper limits of gas absorption optical depth for these bins are
(0.01, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 1.0, 5.0,∞). Most of our testing was
centered on the spectral window 11 (Table 5.1) around 0.76µm which contains the
oxygen A-band. We find that this binning scheme, and in particular the bins derived
from the 0.76µm range, are well suited to direct application in similar windows
across the 0.3 − 3µm shortwave region.
Other Issues
However, spectral range 4 (Table 5.1) remains difficult to simulate. This range
has four absorbing gases (O3,H2O, NO2,O4) and three, well separated absorption
bands, of which the first is particularly ill-behaved (Fig. 5). Several binning schemes
were attempted, including using separate bins for absorptions by different gases, but
these did not yield significant improvements. Another scheme used the separation of
monochromatic grid points into bins based on the shape of the vertical gas absorption
profile rather than the total column gas absorption, inspired by the method used for
spectral mapping in the SMART RT model (Crisp, 1997). If the optical depth
of a monochromatic grid point was similar to other monochromatic grid points in
a bin within 10% at every single vertical level, these monochromatic grid points
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Figure 5.9: (upper left) TOA radiances, (upper right) residuals using Scheme 1 with
11 bins, (lower left) residuals using Scheme 1with 21 bins, and (lower right) Scheme
2 with 11 bins, for spectral window 11. The band of absorption lines centered at
0.76µm is the O2 A-band, and that around 0.79µm is due to water vapor absorption.
were grouped together. Otherwise a new bin was created for this monochromatic
grid point. While residuals were generally acceptable with this binning scheme, it
frequently created several hundred bins due to the diversity of vertical profiles, was
thus rejected for reasons of speed. In the end, spectral region 4 was split into two
regions around 0.53µm and the calculations were done separately for each region.













































































Figure 5.10: Top of the atmosphere radiances (top left) and residuals using Scheme
2 with 5 bins (top right), 21 bins (bot left) for spectral range 4. Since adding more
bins was found to be ineffective with both Schemes 1 (not shown here) and 2, the
spectral range was split into two around 0.535µm. Each piece was then treated as a
separate spectral range and solved using Scheme 1 binning with 5 bins (bot right).
Over each range, monochromatic grid points are grouped into four bins, based on
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the total column optical depth. The runtime of the code scales linearly with the
number of bins. Note from Table 5.1 that the number of wavelengths and the
spectral resolution vary according to spectral range — finer absorption features
require higher resolution.
We also found that some degree of iteration was necessary in order to determine
an acceptable binning scheme for a given spectral range. However, we find that
the general magnitude and spectral distribution of errors is stable with respect to
viewing geometry, changes in aerosol distribution and surface albedo (Fig. 6).
In other words, given a spectral region with a known number of gas absorbers, a
binning scheme only needs to be devised once and can be reused for any number of
diverse scenarios.










































Figure 5.11: Residuals in spectral window 11 for two diff erent profiles, with
different viewing geometries, aerosol densities and surface types, using Scheme 2
with 11 bins. For a given binning scheme, errors remain fairly constant for different
atmospheric profiles taken from the GEOS-CHEM model (Bey et al., 2001).
5.8 Final Results and Discussion
The dependence of model performance and run time on number of EOFs, number
of streams used in the "exact" model and number of bins used have been discussed
earlier (Kopparla et al., 2016). Unless otherwise stated, all results shown here use 4
EOFs, and the exact model uses 8 streams (whole space, 4 streams in half space) for
the RT calculation. Better accuracies can be achieved by the use of higher number
of streams, at the cost of runtime. Smoothing to typical instrument resolutions will
again reduce outliers and improve RMS errors. TOA radiances for a representative
atmospheric profile are shown in Fig. 7, with and without aerosols.
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Figure 5.12: TOA radiances over the entire shortwave range of interest, (top) with
and (middle) without aerosols, and the difference between the aerosol and no aerosol
cases (bottom) for a representative atmospheric profile.
Residuals for the same profile, with aerosols, are shown in Fig. 8. We find that
the binning scheme derived from spectral range 11 (Scheme 2) works reasonably
well as a one-size-fits-all solution. However, a few unacceptably large residuals
remain. Spectral windows 2 and 3 show large, parabolic shaped residuals. These
two ranges have no strong gas absorptions, and therefore all points fall into the
lowest total optical depth bin in Scheme 2 and all other bins are empty. As discussed
in the binning section, this leads to parabolic residuals. Therefore, we use Scheme
1 here. Scheme 1 works admirably for range 16, which had a large spike in residual.
As discussed before, spectral range 4 needed to be split in two, and each piece
independently solved using Scheme 1. With these settings, we are able to achieve
better than 0.01% residuals at every single one of 457701 points across the broadband
region.
In order to better understand the variation of errors with location, viewing geometry
and so forth, Scheme 2 binning was tested over the entire 0.3 − 3µm range for 70
profiles taken from the GEOS-CHEM global 3-D chemical transport model (Bey
et al., 2001). Profiles representing locations in North America were chosen over a
wide range of latitudes and longitudes, each one with different viewing geometries
and aerosol concentrations. The error statistics are shown in Fig. 6. The histogram
shows the mean distribution of errors over all profiles, and the blue error bars show
one standard deviation.
In summary, we have shown that the PCA RT technique can produce broadband
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Figure 5.13: Residuals over the entire shortwave range of interest using (top) purely
Scheme 2 and (bottom) a combination of Schemes 1 and 2, for a representative
atmospheric profile.























Figure 5.14: Mean distribution of residuals over 70 diverse atmospheric profiles
using binning Scheme 2.
spectral radiances at 0.1%maximum residual and 0.005%RMS error. The inclusion
of aerosol properties in the PCA procedure, as well as the use of an equal pressure
thickness grid contributed significantly to reduce errors. The issue of using linear
instead of logarithmic optical properties shows promise to improve themodel further,
and will be investigated in the future. The PCA RT technique should also be
compared rigorously to existing fast RT models to better assess its strengths.
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Table 5.1: Spectral Fields as Defined by Major Gas Absorptions.
Spectral Field Wavelength Range (µm) No. of Spectral Points Gas Absorbers
1 0.290-0.340 1001 O3, NO2, SO2,HCHO, BrO
2 0.340-0.400 1200 O4, NO2,HCHO, BrO
3 0.400-0.500 2000 NO2,CHOCHO
4 0.500-0.585 1700 O3,H2O, NO2,O4
5 0.585-0.605 400 O3,H2O, NO2,O4
6 0.605-0.630 500 O3,H2O, NO2,O4
7 0.630-0.650 398 O3,H2O, NO2,O4
8 0.650-0.681 14001 H2O
9 0.681-0.715 14000 H2O,O2
10 0.715-0.752 14000 H2O,O2
11 0.752-0.794 14000 H2O,O2
12 0.794-0.841 14000 H2O,O2
13 0.841-0.894 14000 H2O,O2
14 0.894-0.954 14000 H2O,O2
15 0.954-1.022 14000 H2O,O2
16 1.022-1.101 14000 H2O,O2
17 1.101-1.205 15701 H2O,O2
18 1.205-1.234 20000 H2O,O2
19 1.234-1.560 33800 H2O,O2,CO2
20 1.560-1.626 26000 H2O,O2,CO2
21 1.626-1.695 25000 H2O,O2,CO2,CH4
22 1.695-1.923 14000 H2O,CO2,CH4
23 1.924-2.105 45000 H2O,O2,CO2
24 2.105-2.128 5000 H2O,O2,CO2, N2O
25 2.128-2.222 20000 H2O,CO2,CH4, N2O
26 2.222-2.247 5000 H2O,O2,CH4
27 2.247-2.299 10000 H2O,O2,CH4, N2O
28 2.299-2.410 20000 H2O,O2,CH4,CO
29 2.410-2.439 5000 H2O,O2,CO
30 2.439-2.564 20000 H2O, N2O,CO2,CH4
31 2.564-2.632 10000 H2O, N2O,CO2
32 2.632-2.857 30000 H2O,O2,CO2
33 2.857-3.030 20000 H2O, N2O,CO2
